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Abstract 
 
Background: The fundamental aim of utilizing a message strategy is to develop advertising content              
that captures consumer attention and thereby generates favourable consumer behaviour. Two common            
approaches in advertising are (i) emotional appeals and (ii) rational appeals. Literature has found              
emotional appeals to be the superior alternative, but are yet to fully grasp the dynamics of the different                  
emotional appeals as several researchers have called for further establishment and knowledge in the              
area. In this study, a new approach to emotional appeals has been taken in terms of including a wider                   
range of emotions than has been previously done, and the aim is therethrough to receive a more                 
nuanced and complete understanding of the phenomenon emotional appeals. 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to explain the different effects of emotional message appeals on                 
purchase intention.  
 
Methodology: This study utilized an explanatory purpose along with a deductive, quantitative            
research approach, as well as a cross-sectional research design to test a conceptual model based on six                 
hypotheses. The data collection method was completed through the distribution of a self-administered             
questionnaire in various online forums. The questionnaire received 212 valid responses.  
 
Findings: The hypotheses for four out of the six basic emotions were tested. The Happiness appeal                
showed to have the most positive effect on purchase intention (0.412), whilst Fear (0.269) and               
Sadness (0.273) also displayed positive tendencies, even though the Sadness appeal had been             
hypothesized to have negative effects on purchase intention. Furthermore, the Disgust appeal was - as               
hypothesized - suggested to have a negative influence on purchase intention (-0.277). The Surprise              
and Anger appeals displayed insignificant F-values and could thereby not be further investigated. 
 
Conclusion: Based on the four remaining emotions an adjusted conceptual model was presented in              
which one can observe the varying effects of emotional message appeals on purchase intention. This               
model can be valuable for marketers and marketing practitioners looking to apply emotional appeals              
as part of their marketing strategies, as well as to researchers looking to more fully understand the                 
dynamics of emotions and emotional appeals in marketing contexts. Last, this study calls for further               
establishment within the field of emotional appeals in terms of gathering insights into the fluidity of                
emotions.  
 
Keywords: Emotional Appeals; Purchase Intention; Anger; Disgust; Surprise; Sadness; Happiness;          
Fear; Basic Emotions; Message Strategy; Advertising Appeals; Marketing Strategy; Advertising          
Strategy. 
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1. Introduction 

The introductory chapter serves as an introduction for the reader to the topic at hand. In this                 

study, the introduction chapter aims to introduce the area of emotional appeals in marketing,              

as well as to problematize the practical and theoretical concerns regarding the topic. Last,              

there will be a presentation of the purpose of this research. 

1.1. Background 

The concept of a message strategy has been widely discussed in literature, with many              

suggested approaches and designs. The fundamental basis of a message strategy is to develop              

creative and effective advertising content with the purpose of capturing the attention of the              

consumer and to thereby generate favourable consumer behaviour (Kotler & Armstrong,           

2017). How to deliver and display the intended message is a process in need of careful                

consideration and execution. Essentially, the message strategy starts off with a message being             

formulated, which is then delivered to the consumers by applying an advertising appeal, as              

the advertising appeal provides a creative direction of how to evoke favourable responses             

among the consumers (Pack, 2017).  

 

The concept advertising appeal can be divided into two separate approaches: rational appeal             

and emotional appeal. The former is described as advertisements based on verifiable and             

descriptive informational cues with the purpose of providing consumers with clear facts to             

base their purchase decision upon (Picket et al., 2001 cited in Keshari & Jain, 2016); whilst                

the latter concerns the use of an emotional appeal in order to provoke or generate either                

positive or negative emotions that will possibly lead to higher intent to purchase (Kotler &               

Armstrong, 2017). Another article contrasted the two appeals and found the rational appeal to              

be inferior due to it being relatively inefficient, especially in the purpose of brand positioning               

and communication - all generating a lower effect of purchase intention (Panda & Mishra,              

2013). Additionally, other researchers have corroborated the notion that the emotional appeal            

is the preferable and superior approach with the arguments that it generates greater brand and               

message recall (Lin et al., 2014; Keshari & Jain, 2016), makes consumers less price-sensitive              

due to the emotional bondage (Panda & Mishra, 2013) and that it is capable of improving                
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beneficial attitudes, leading to enhanced purchase intentions (Stout & Leckenby, 1988).           

Purchase intention regards a state of evaluation in which the consumer forms a plan to either                

purchase an offer or not. In this state, consumers are influenced and persuaded by the market,                

attitudes of others and perceived benefits amongst other things until the final purchase             

decision is made (Armstrong, Kotler, Harker & Brennan., 2009).  

 

Within the field of emotional appeal in advertising, the general approach is to elicit positive               

emotional responses. This due to a theory suggesting that positive emotional responses            

correlate with positive attitudes towards the product, brand and advertisement (Kemp, Chapa            

& Kopp, 2013). However, other emotions have been examined on the spectrum in order to               

contribute to the research field of emotional appeal. The findings suggested that negative             

emotional appeals, even though possibly bearing more risks than positive emotional appeal,            

are found very effective in today’s market environment. The argument is that a negative              

emotional approach is more powerful in gaining the attention of the desensitised consumer in              

the advertisement clutter. Within the negative approach, feelings such as sadness and fear are              

commonly utilized where the latter is suggested by research to have the purpose of              

facilitating a self-helping behaviour in response to the fear which leads to consumers taking              

action, i.e. relating to purchase intention. The former, sadness, facilitates empathic feelings            

by illustrating a sad or tragic situation which generally results in charitable responses and              

support (Cotte & Ritchie, 2004). However, even though there are many possibilities with             

utilizing emotions in advertising, caution is suggested as the response to emotions tend to              

differ from person to person in the sense that emotions are highly personal (Panda & Mishra,                

2013). Conclusively, understanding emotions and how to apply emotional appeals in           

marketing situations can prove a valuable advantage for businesses (Keshari & Jain, 2016).  
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1.2. Problem Discussion 

The current market situation has given consumers the power to make rational and deliberate              

purchase decisions by utilizing the tools of product and service comparison data. This makes              

it possible for consumers to groom the market for the most valuable and suitable options               

whilst purposively disregarding advertisement. Hence, in such a dynamic market where           

consumers are well informed yet overexposed, a strategy is needed to break through the              

disarray of advertisement (Panda & Mishra, 2013). This is corroborated by another article             

which stated that due to the oversaturation of ads, a created message is no longer permeating                

consumers’ consciousness - as was done before - naturally causing a drop in advertising              

effectiveness. The suggested solution is to create a competitive advantage in the form of              

content (Fulwiler, 2009). Thus, creating differentiation by implementing emotional appeals in           

advertising might be that competitive advantage (Keshari & Jain, 2016). Another source also             

discusses the problematics of the ever-changing nature of the advertisement industry by            

stating that sticking to old advertising strategies will no longer be effective due to new market                

dynamics. Hence, companies are suggested to develop a strategy in which all current             

obstacles, competitions and also opportunities are taken into account (Newman, 2015).           

Furthermore, another article discusses studies supporting the idea that emotionally loaded           

advertisements, i.e. ads using an emotional appeal, motivates consumers’ intent to purchase.            

However, while establishing that emotions do have a positive impact, the article is             

questioning if specific emotional appeals have an equal impact on the success of an              

advertisement campaign. That is, if a sad appeal is as effective as the anger or happiness                

appeals are in terms of generating favorable consumer responses (Frenay, 2016).           

Conclusively, with regards to the practical relevance of this research, there appears to be a               

knowledge gap for marketers and marketing practitioners in general in terms of            

understanding the relative effectiveness of emotional appeals, i.e. how the effects of different             

emotional appeals may vary, which limits marketers aiming towards exploiting the maximal            

potential of emotional appeals. 

 

Regarding the theoretical relevance, prior literature - as has been previously mentioned -             

highlights the importance for further establishment and knowledge in the area of emotional             
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appeals (Kemp et al., 2013; Baird, Wahlers, & Cooper, 2007; Moore, 2007; Keshari & Jain,               

2016). More specifically, in a study in which the rational and emotional appeals were              

contrasted towards consumer behaviour and response, the future scope of study suggested a             

research gap which can be filled by extending existing literature. The extension would             

involve an approach in which a separation of specific emotions could be researched with              

regards to emotional advertising appeals, i.e. incorporating a larger range of emotions            

(disgust, surprise, fear et cetera) in relation to a dependent variable instead of solely studying               

one type of emotional appeal at a time (Keshari & Jain, 2016). This recommendation is               

corroborated by another study requesting an investigation on the effect specific emotions may             

have on purchase intention (Baird et al., 2007; Kemp et al., 2013). The recommendation was               

further argued for in additional research which emphasized that all emotional appeals will not              

have an equal effect on consumers’ intent to purchase - rather it is of importance to                

acknowledge the different effects that various emotional appeals generate in that remark            

(Akbari, 2015). Hence, providing an incentive to examine various types of emotional appeal             

at once is required. Particularly as other research describes understanding emotions as being             

of significance whilst dealing with the understanding of people’s actions and by extension -              

their purchase behaviour and intention (Andersen & Guerrero, 1998). Conclusively, prior           

research do exist on how specific emotional appeals may influence purchase intention;            

however, there is a gap in which a holistic approach has yet to be considered. That is, a study                   

in which a range of emotions (e.g. fear, disgust, anger, happiness, sadness and surprise) have               

all been incorporated and considered with regards to their relative effect on purchase             

intention in the same research. Studying multiple emotions in the same research would allow              

for marketing researchers to better understand the dynamics of the emotions as well as their               

relative effectiveness in driving purchase intention, and to thereby come closer to a full and               

nuanced understanding of the phenomenon. In conclusion, (i) the practical community is in             

need of a study incorporating a wider range of emotions in order to better understand how                

emotional appeals differ in terms of affecting purchase intention, so that marketers more             

effectively can implement emotional message appeals into their marketing campaigns, and           

(ii) the theoretical community would benefit from the approach in terms of filling the existing               

knowledge gap regarding the dynamics of the emotional appeals, which would enable the             

research field to come closer to a full understanding of the phenomenon of emotional appeals               

in marketing. 
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1.3. Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to explain the different effects of emotional message appeals on                

purchase intention.  
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2. Theoretical Foundation 

The theoretical framework will provide the theoretical foundation on which the paper will be              

built. The literature review is structured based on the two variables being described in this               

paper: (i) emotional message appeals and (ii) purchase intention. Meaning, the literature            

review will commence with a presentation of the different emotional message appeals one             

can utilize in advertising, to then proceed to a presentation of purchase intention.  

2.1. Emotional Message Appeals 

There are various approaches one can take in terms of categorizing emotional message             

appeals, e.g. the most commonly used within the advertising industry. In this paper, the focus               

will be on the six emotions that was discovered by Ekman (1972) as being mankind’s “Basic                

Emotions”. The reasoning is to apply an unbiased approach to the choice of emotional              

appeals and to thereby receive a richer picture of the relationship between emotional message              

appeals and purchase intention. On that note, the emotions under investigation are: Anger,             

Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, and Surprise.  

2.1.1. Anger 

Anger can be defined as an intense negative emotion which resembles the feeling of being               

restricted from a desired behaviour, and the emotion involves an impulse to target the source               

of the issue (Izard, 1977). Anger can, similarly to fear, be classified as unpleasant as well as                 

highly arousing (Russell, 1980). Individuals in an angry state appear susceptible to judgment             

and action of impulsive and ill-considered character (Kuhl, 1983 cited in Bodenhausen,            

Sheppard & Kramer, 1994). This ties together with findings stating anger being closely             

linked to increased risk-taking in judgement and choice (Lerner & Keltner, 2001). Angry             

people claim to experience a state of arousal through e.g. increased blood pressure and heart               

rate (Shields, 1984). 

 

Looking at anger in relation to advertising there are a number of particularly significant              

findings. In terms of cognitive processing, studies have suggested that anger should be             

viewed upon as connected to heuristic information processing, as opposed to the more             
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systematic approach undertaken by individuals experiencing sadness (Tiedens & Linton,          

2001; Xing, 2014) - a consequence of anger being associated with a greater level of certainty                

than e.g. sadness (Tiedens & Linton, 2001). Furthermore, anger has been stated to be an               

effective tool for advertisers aiming towards changing consumer attitudes and behaviour           

(Myrick, 2015; Turner, 2007 cited in Skurka, 2018). An argument could be made for that               

being a consequence of anger being confronting in nature (Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1998).             

However, other research contests the claim regarding the effectiveness of anger appeals to             

positively affect advertisement persuasiveness, as results have shown anger to have a            

negative relationship with the persuasiveness outcome of marketing efforts (Dillard, Plotnick,           

Godbold, Freimuth & Edgar, 1996).  

2.1.2. Disgust 

Disgust can be defined as the response to an object that ‘leaves a bad taste in the mouth’ by                   

moving away from it (Izard, 1977). The unpleasant emotion of disgust can divided into two               

categories: (i) disgust propensity and (ii) disgust sensitivity (Olatunji, Tart, Ciesielski,           

McGrath & Smiths, 2011; Olatunji & Mckay, 2007). The former regards the likelihood for an               

individual in any given situation to respond with disgust (Olatunji et al., 2007). The latter               

includes the rejection or avoidance from an individual of stimuli that can be labelled as               

disgusting (Olatunji & Mckay, 2007). Disgust has been included in essentially the entirety of              

lists concerning basic emotions that includes at least four emotions (Rozin et al., 2000 cited               

in Dens et al., 2008).  

 

Disgust in connection to advertising is a surprisingly untouched research area. Six categories             

of disgust within advertising has been proposed: (i) gross depictions, (ii) indecent, sexually             

oriented, sexist and sexually objectifying portrayals, (iii) gross animal and human waste            

scenes, (iv) associational disgust, (v) disgusting political advertising, and (vi) miscellaneous           

disgust (Shimp & Stuart, 2004 cited in Dens et al., 2008). Furthermore, disgust in advertising               

has shown to not improve recall (Dens et al., 2008) and to negatively affect purchase               

intention (Shimp & Stuart, 2004). Another piece of research has partly corroborated those             

findings, but found moral disgust to have a positive effect on purchase intention for              

attractiveness products (i.e. products on which there is an aesthetic focus) (Guido et al.,              
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2018). Last, disgust has been stated to be activated when advertising statement - consciously              

or subconsciously - are perceived by the consumers as egregious (Shimp & Stuart, 2004). 

2.1.3. Fear 

Fear can be defined as a negative emotional state of insecurity and uneasiness in response to                

some sort of - at least implied - danger (Izard, 1977; Tanner et al., 1991). Fear often function                  

in combination with other emotions (such as guilt) that, when under tension, leads to anxiety               

(Izard, 1977). That tension and anxiety results in individuals adopting behaviour that            

functions to alleviate that negative emotion (LaTour & Zahra, 1988). Fear can be described as               

both arousing and highly unpleasant (Russell, 1980). There has been research conducted to             

suggest fear having a cultural component - this has been shown in studies on e.g. fear of                 

people with AIDS, of pesticides and of urban spaces, to name a few. Moreover, further               

research has also indicated fear as having a social factor, referring to e.g. children’s fear of                

not doing their homework. Thus, fear can be seen as filling the function of upholding social                

norms, such as, through the fear of not fitting in (Cornelius, 1996).  

 

Fear is the most widely used negative emotion in advertising (Brooker, 1981 cited in              

Cochrane & Quester, 2004), and is one of the most prominent emotional appeals utilized in               

social marketing (Higbee, 1969 cited in Wang, 2008). The action plan for advertisers             

applying a fear appeal is usually to catch the consumer’s attention through informing the              

consumer about a possible danger, to then effectively introduce the product as a solution to               

the stated problem and thereby alleviate anxiety (Shimp, 2007). Research has implied            

consumers feeling fear to be more pessimistic in their decision-making than for example             

angry or happy people who tended to be more optimistic in their choices and judgements               

(Lerner & Keltner, 2001). Moreover, fear can be divided into (i) physical danger and (ii)               

social disapproval (Belch & Belch, 2004), but also (iii) self-esteem fears (Menasco, 1982             

cited in Cochrane & Quester, 2004). Furthermore, commonly utilized advertising techniques           

in relation to fear are: (i) fear of using the product (think alcohol) or (ii) fear of not using the                    

product (think toothpaste or eyeglasses) (LaTour et al, 1996; Quinn et al., 1992 cited in               

Cochrane & Quester, 2004). Last, results in research on the fear appeal have throughout the               

years been scattered, to which there is little explanation (LaTour & Zahra, 1988).  
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2.1.4. Happiness  

Happiness can defined as an active, positive emotion that is connected to feelings of good               

physical strength and belief in self, and is therefore to be viewed upon as both arousing and                 

pleasant (Izard, 1977). Happiness is stated to be evoked when one has reached one of his or                 

her goals (Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 1987 cited in Cornelius, 1996). The feeling of happiness              

has traditionally been seen as a core motivator for the entirety of human behaviour and is an                 

emotion that is deeply grounded in personality (Lu et al., 2001 cited in Belanche et al., 2013).                 

Last, happiness can be divided in a number of ways. However, one particularly widespread              

approach - since the time of Aristotle - is dividing it into the two categories: (i) eudaimonia                 

(living well) and (ii) hedonia (pleasure) which differ in terms of contrasting the more              

externally derived hedonia with the internal happiness of eudaimonia (Deci & Ryan, 2008). 

 

Happiness in relation to advertising is often associated with heuristic (as opposed to more              

systematic) approaches to processing message information (Schwarz et al., 1989).          

Researchers have hypothesized that behaviour occurring due to the happy individuals’           

resistance towards effortful information processing since that may jeopardize their good           

psychological state (Isen et al., 1982 cited in Schwarz, 1989). The emotion felt by consumers               

may be connected to that which is being displayed in the advertisement, as research has               

shown individuals exposed to smiling faces in commercials displaying a heightened state of             

positive emotion (Soussignan, 2002); this phenomenon can be referred to as ‘emotional            

contagion’ (Doherty, 1997). The pleasantness reported to be evoked by emotional contagion            

through a smiling face has been suggested to increase positive attitudes towards the brand,              

advertisement as well as the purchase intention (Kulczynski et al., 2016). 

2.1.5. Sadness 

Sadness can be defined as the feeling of being miserable, discouraged, helpless, downhearted             

and lonely (Izard, 1977). Meaning, the emotion appears to be low in arousal and unpleasant.               

Other terminology utilized by other researchers to describe sadness is through “sorrow”,            

“despair” and “anguish” (Izard, 1977; Osgood, 1966 cited in Batra & Ray, 1986). Sadness              

can be described as a negatively valenced emotion (Hansen & Christensen, 2007). An             
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individual experiencing sadness has been stated to be more systematic in his or her              

information processing, as opposed to e.g. one experiencing anger (Tieden & Linton, 2001;             

Schaller & Cialdini, 1990). Physiologically, sadness relates to activity in the hippocampus,            

which produces dissimilar effects compared to those in connection with activity in the             

amygdala (e.g. fear, sex drive and aggression) as the amygdala produces a state of arousal               

which the hippocampus does not (Shields, 1984). Plutchik (1980), who identified emotions as             

being pairs of polar opposites, contrasted sadness with joy.  

 

Sadness has not been studied extensively in relation to advertising. However, there are certain              

pieces of information that are of particular interest for this paper. For example, Kemp et al.                

(2013) found that consumers experiencing sadness are more likely to undergo hedonic            

consumption than individuals experiencing fear/anxiety. The researchers stated that to be due            

to the sad consumers wanting to ‘add’ something positive into their lives as a response to the                 

negative state in which the consumers were in. Moreover, another study presented by Kemp              

(2016) found that people experiencing loneliness (being connected to sadness) were more            

likely to respond well to advertisements that do not display positive traits. As for              

advertisements displaying sadness, Park and Salvendy (2012) found sadness - being a strong             

negative emotion - having a negative effect on consumer attitudes. However, the authors             

reasoned that the increased cognition of negative emotions could potentially lead to increased             

customer attention. Last, Fine (2017) reasoned that an approach depicting people in harsh             

contexts would evoke empathetic feelings which in turn would be beneficial in terms of              

charitable responses.  

2.1.6. Surprise 

Surprise is an emotion that appears in most theories on mankind’s basic emotions, e.g. in               

Shaver’s evolutionary prototype theory of emotion which takes on an approach that is very              

dissimilar to that of Ekman (Cornelius, 1996). Surprise can be defined as being the              

momentary feeling of uncertainty following an unforeseen event (often referred to as            

“stimulus-schema incongruity”). As surprise in several cases appear as part of varying            

categories, such as under “interest/excitement” in Wells et al.’s (1971) research and under             

“confusion” in Schlinger’s (1979), the emotion can be labelled the only basic emotion that is               

ambivalent. In other words, anger relates to a negative or unpleasant sensation, and happiness              
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can is connected to a positive or pleasant feeling, whilst surprise can result in either pleasant                

or unpleasant states depending on stimuli presented (Hansen & Christensen, 2007; Alden et             

al., 2000); nevertheless, if transcribed as ‘astonishment’ surprise consistently display traits of            

being arousing (Russell, 1980). 

 

Furthermore, there are several pieces of research conducted on the emotion of surprise in              

relation to advertising. Some of the most seminal works are Goodstein’s (1993) study             

presenting findings suggesting that advertising impressions were more in-depth and cognitive           

motivation to manage information increased when an advertisement were atypical to the            

product category in question. Adding to the knowledge on surprise as an advertisement tool,              

Alden et al. (2000) found surprise to have a necessary role in creating humor in advertising.                

Furthermore, Lee (2000) presented findings that suggested that surprising information within           

ads would produce more positive attitudes towards the advertisement and brand than            

information that was expected, and Pieters et al. (2002) added that advertisement originality             

(which contains surprise as one of its pillars) had a positive relationship to customer              

attention. Last, Ang & Low (2000) presented findings suggesting that ‘unexpectedness’, if            

coupled with relevance and the ability to evoke positive emotion would lead to increased              

attention to advertisement and brand, as well as increased purchase intention.  
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2.2. Purchase Intention 

Purchase intention refers to the study of why certain consumers intend to purchase certain              

brands (Shah et al., 2012 cited in Mirabi et al., 2015). Purchase intention is what precedes the                 

purchase decision, and is stated to be formed during the stage within the buyer decision               

process referred to as “evaluation of alternatives”. In other words, consumers form purchase             

intentions after a need recognition, information search and a ranking of brands within the              

evaluative stage. Meaning, if the consumer then is not affected by either the attitudes of               

others or by ‘unexpected situational factors’, such as a change in the expected income, the               

purchase intention will lead to an actual purchase (Armstrong et al., 2009). Studying purchase              

intentions is of interest for a number of reasons; for example, purchase intention constitutes a               

key component in the process of evaluating and considering different product alternatives            

(Keller, 2001 cited in Jaafar et al., 2012). Moreover, purchase intention can be seen as a                

valuable tool in predicting actual consumer buying behaviour (Ghosh, 1990), and purchase            

intention that has been stated by consumers is one of the primary sources of information for                

businesses in developing sales forecasts (Morwitz, 2012).  
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3. Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework builds upon the theoretical framework in order to formulate            

hypotheses based on the reviewed literature, and thereby present a conceptual model            

demonstrating the hypothesized relationships to be tested in this research. 

3.1 Hypotheses 

The fact that anger is connected to impulsive and ill-considered character (Kuhl, 1983 cited in               

Bodenhausen et al., 1994) suggests angry participants to be vulnerable to marketing cues.             

However, the negative findings on the direct association between anger and advertisement            

persuasiveness (Dillard et al., 1996) indicates the heuristic processing (Tiedens & Linton,            

2001; Xing, 2014) as well as the confronting trait (Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1998) of anger to                

rather result in negative consumer behaviour (such as complaints or negative           

word-of-mouth). Therefore, we suggest:  

 

H1: Anger appeals have a negative impact on purchase intention.  

 

The findings on disgust and its relationship are somewhat split. The customer reaction might              

be influenced by factors such as the individual’s disgust sensitivity; however, logical            

deduction based on Izard’s (1977) definition of disgust leaving ‘a bad taste in the mouth’               

coupled with the evidence on disgust having a negative effect on customer behaviour with              

regards to one’s brand (Dens et al., 2008; Shimp & Stuart, 2004; Guido et al., 2018) draws                 

the conclusion that:  

 

H2: Disgust appeals have a negative impact on purchase intention.  

 

As has been stated before, results regarding the effect of utilizing a fear appeal have been                

scattered (LaTour & Zahra, 1988). On one hand, research describes fear as highly unpleasant              

and as leading to pessimistic tendencies in decision-making (Russell, 1980; Lerner & Keltner,             

2001); thus, indicating fear being connected to negative outcomes and relationships to other             
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variables. On the other hand, fear is stated to be the most widely used negative emotion in                 

advertising (Cochrane & Quester, 2004), which indicates the appeal being effective in            

advertising situations. This discrepancy has been brought to our attention in previous research             

(LaTour & Zahra, 1988). On that note, even though there are some negative indicators within               

research regarding the application of the fear appeal, the evidence of a significant amount of               

firms using the approach indicates that: 

 

H3: Fear appeals have a positive impact on purchase intention.  

 

Happiness, being an active and positive emotion (Izard, 1977) as well as the core motivator               

of all human behaviour (Belanche et al., 2013) suggests a positive relationship with buying              

behaviour. Moreover, the heuristic behaviour stemming from happiness (Schwarz et al.,           

1989) and pleasantness having shown to increase purchase intention (Kulczynski et al., 2016)             

further strengthens that notion since the objective is to formulate positive behaviour with             

regards to the advertised object. Therefore, we hypothesize that: 

 

H4: Happiness appeals have a positive impact on purchase intention.  

 

The research on sadness has provided results showing sadness to be effective in driving              

hedonic consumption (Kemp et al., 2013) as well as how sadness - through evoking              

empathetic feelings - can have a positive relationship to charitable donations (Fine, 2017).             

However, other research has displayed a negative association between sadness and customer            

attitudes (Park & Salvendy, 2012). That, coupled with sadness being a passive feeling that is               

low in arousal (Batra & Ray, 1986), speaks for the emotion neither being positive enough nor                

active enough to drive purchase intention; therefore, we reason: 

 

H5: Sadness appeals have a negative impact on purchase intention.  
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Surprise appears to be a multifaceted emotion as research has described surprise through e.g.              

advertisement originality (Pieters et al., 2002), unexpectedness (Ang & Low, 2000) or as             

being ‘atypical’ to a product category (Goodstein, 1993). However, regardless of perspective            

undertaken, the results appear to be of positive nature (Goodstein, 1993; Lee, 2000; Pieters et               

al., 2002; Ang & Low, 2000). Therefore, the hypothesis will be:  

 

H6: Surprise appeals have a positive impact on purchase intention.  

 

3.2. Conceptual Model 

Based on the information presented above, the following conceptual model serves as a visual              

representation of the hypotheses to be tested: 

 

Model 1: Conceptual Model of the Emotional Appeals and their Influence on Purchase Intention 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* The emotional appeals in the model are not ranked from highest to lowest, the emotions are solely                  

ranked based upon having either a positive or a negative influence on purchase intention. 
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4. Methodology 

The methodology chapter outlines the methodological approach allowing this research to be            

brought to completion. This discussion revolves around the applied research approach,           

research design, data collection method, and more. Furthermore, the presentation of the            

different methodological aspects will be followed by a justification of the methods as well as               

a presentation of how they were applied in the research. 

4.1. Research Approach 

Methods and techniques within a research are depended upon the purpose of the research              

(Jankowicz, 1991 cited in Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010; Aaker, Kumar, Day & Leone, 2011).              

Theory has an involvement in any type of research project - either in the design of the                 

research or in the presentation of the findings and conclusions. The design of a research is                

heavily dependent on what type of theory is presented in the beginning of one’s research. The                

reason for this is whether the research should utilize a deductive approach or an inductive               

approach. The former involves developing a theory and hypotheses and thereby construct a             

research strategy to test the hypotheses. The latter approach suggests developing a theory out              

of collecting data to then analyze the information (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). 

4.1.1. Deductive Approach 

In this study, a deductive approach was implemented as the research followed the sequential              

steps of deduction. First, theoretical consideration regarding emotional appeal and emotions           

in advertising was researched. Later, hypotheses were deduced from the established theory,            

which was then translated into operational terms. Thereon, data was collected and analyzed in              

order to confirm or reject the hypotheses. Based on the eventual confirmation or rejection of a                

hypothesis, the finals stage involved discussing and adjusting established theory regarding           

emotional appeals influence on purchase intention and therethrough suggesting contributions          

to the existing theory.  
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Deductive theory is known to be the most commonly used method to examine the              

relationship between theory and research. Furthermore, it is stated that a researcher with an              

objective to study a particular domain should first review existing literature and theoretical             

consideration within that field and more specifically, regarding that domain (Bryman & Bell,             

2011). Furthermore, there are five steps that occurs within the deductive research being: (i)              

theory being deduced into a hypothesis (hypotheses), (ii) converting the hypothesis into            

operational terms which suggests a relationship between two variables, (iii) testing the            

hypothesis, (iv) examining the results which can confirm the theory or indicate adjustments             

of it and (v) modify the theory based on the findings. In addition, the deductive approach is                 

stated to include a critical characteristic implying that concepts needs to be operationalized in              

such a manner where the facts derived from theory can be measured quantitatively.             

Additionally, another critical characteristic of the deductive approach is that it aims to             

provide generalizable results which aims to explain human social behaviour (Robson, 2002,            

cited in Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2009).  

 

This research applied a deductive approach with the argumentation that the presented theories             

were derived from prior literature in terms of research in the field of emotional appeal and its                 

connection with purchase intention. Moreover, the aim of this study was to take implications              

and suggestions from previous literature and introduce a new concept. In this case, the new               

concept was research on the individual core emotions (sadness, fear, happiness et cetera), and              

see how the emotions can be applied as emotional appeals to determine their impact on               

purchase intention. On that note, a deductive approach was found to be the most suitable.               

Last, the objective of providing generalizable results which could generate both practical and             

theoretical implications was found to align well with the deductive research approach.  
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4.1.2. Quantitative Research 

This study followed the nature of a quantitative research approach as it collected a large               

amount of responses. The process of data collection was standardized and systematic as the              

data was generated in quantitative form. Additionally, the dependent variables and           

independent variables tested in this research were created from theory with the objective of              

reviewing the cause and effect of their relationship. Conclusively, the relationship of the             

variables was established through theory and confirmed by data generated from the            

participants. 

 

The quantitative approach is, according to Bryman and Bell (2011), the most predominant             

research strategy when conducting a business research as the approach generates a more             

objective approach rather than one of subjective characteristics. Burell and Gross (2017)            

states that the most frequent users of the quantitative research are the social scientists, which               

also includes communication researchers. These scientists, who are involved with          

understanding people, uses this method to mainly examine phenomena or circumstances           

affecting individuals. Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, Jackson and Jaspersen (2018) explains that          

quantitative study consists of large amount of data where results are numerical. Furthermore,             

it is favorable for a researcher in a quantitative study to collect as much data as possible,                 

which involves having a large population sample and to extract as much information as              

possible from the responders. The ambition with this method is to find common patterns in               

the numerical data and translate it into something that is comprehensible. More concretely,             

Burell and Gross (2017) states that the data analysis, generated from the population sample,              

enables the possibility to draw conclusions applicable for a larger population regarding the             

findings of the research phenomena. In other words, quantitative research produces           

knowledge which can contribute with a new, or altered, perspective on the social world. 

 

The quantitative approach was applied to this research as it suited the research problem at               

hand. More specifically, the problematization of this research discussed how the concept of             

research - emotional appeals - imply a very subjective form of interpretation. Due to this, this                

research needed to generate the point of view of the participants, preferably in a large sample,                

in addition to creating a distant relationship between the researcher and the participant in              
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order to avoid bias. All of which is consistent with the characteristics found in a quantitative                

research approach. Additionally, as the concept of research, being emotion, is once again             

perceived to be highly subjective, a demand for a higher ability to replicate the research was                

needed which is also true for the quantitative approach. Furthermore, this approach goes well              

together with deductive theory as the relationship between theory and research is based on              

confirmation. Last, the aim with this study was to find new contributions to already existing               

knowledge which meant that data should be collected and based on a large quantitative              

foundation.  

4.2. Research Design 

This research applied a causal research design which set the framework for how the data               

collection and analysis of the data should be conducted. The design was assigned to help with                

identifying cause-and-effect relationship between variables. Also, a cross-sectional approach         

was used to describe how variables relates to each other. By using cross-sectional, the process               

of comparing variables at the same time was done.  

 

Research design is the plan of action of a study, as it explains the framework on how the                  

collection and analyzation of data will be executed. A research can be conducted without              

having a research design; however, the end result would be poorly accomplished. The             

purpose of research design is to ensure that a study functions in accordance to the stated                

problem. There are three basic research design frameworks: exploratory, descriptive and           

casual (or explanatory). These three research designs are related to each other and can be seen                

as consecutive processes. Starting with the exploratory in a beginning of an investigation             

(Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015). Causal research design (or explanatory research) involves           

conducting experiments to discover cause-and-effect relationships. It utilizes laboratory         

experiments or field experiment as ways to provide evidence in regards of causal             

relationships. The three most basic types of evidence are called: concomitant variation, time             

order of variables, and elimination of alternative explanations. The first one, concomitant            

variation, refers to when variables for example X and Y occur together that is predicted by                

hypothesis. The second one, time order, helps explain a causal relationship between two             

variables by explaining the sequential ordering of the occurences. The last one, elimination of              
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alternative explanations, refers to eliminating other possible causal factors. The goal this            

evidence is to avoid resulting in several interpretations that are conflicting through designing             

an investigation in a such way (Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015). With explanatory research             

design have theories which will be tested against data. Theories that are wished to be tested                

needs to be defined before conducting a data collection. Also, it is critical that literature is                

reviewed thoroughly and conceptualize a research before creating a questionnaire (Ghauri &            

Grønhaug, 2010). Moreover, anticipations on what relationships will exist between variables           

needs to be apparent. An independent variable is causing a change in a dependent variable               

which will change in response to the other variables (Saunders et al., 2009). 

 

Cross-sectional studies a particular phenomenon at a particular time. It is a favorable strategy              

to employ for a questionnaire and when having time constraints (Saunders et al., 2009). The               

result of having a cross-sectional research design is to observe if two or more variables are                

related. Researcher applies cross-sectional design to inherit variation between people,          

organizations and more. These variation can be concluded if the research has more than one               

case to examine. This research design is most suitable for quantitative studies as a large               

population sample is needed to make finer distinctions between cases (Bryman and Bell,             

2011).  

 

Causal research design was chosen as it was found to be suitable and favorable for this                

research. The ambition with this research was to discover cause-and-effect which in this             

study refers to emotional appeals, being the independent variables, and purchase intention,            

being the dependent variable. Another reasoning as to why the causal design was             

implemented is due its capabilities of explaining the relationship between variables. The            

cross-sectional studies was used as this study consists of six dependent variable, each holding              

one corresponding independent variable. With the provided reasoning in mind, the choice of             

implementing a causal research design was found to be the most beneficial and suitable              

choice for this research.  
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4.3. Data Sources 

In this research, data sources is based on both primary and secondary data. The actual process                

of collecting primary data will be described in the following chapter “4.4 Data Collection              

Method”. Although, for starters, the aim for acquiring primary data for this research was to               

complement and test the hypothesis derived from secondary data. The secondary data            

consisted of previous literature in the field of emotional appeal, emotions in advertising and              

its impact on purchase intention. As mentioned, the existing framework surrounding these            

concepts was utilized in order to formulate hypotheses which was later either confirmed or              

rejected through the application of the primary data.  

 

Secondary data is information that has been extracted from other sources which could be              

agencies or other research. Obtaining information from other sources is one of the most cost               

effective and time efficient techniques there is. Before conducting a study, a researcher             

should explore on what kind of secondary data already is available. Usually, there are              

extensive amounts of information already available to the public and it is an advantage for a                

researcher to localize and utilize relevant data in their paper. Secondary data can be beneficial               

for primary studies such as being a source of providing new ideas or topics to a research.                 

Moreover, secondary data can help with defining a problem and with formulating hypotheses.             

In addition, research by other can help inspire or solve problems methodology wise. There              

are several restraints with secondary data in spite of its many advantages. The data available               

by other researchers or agencies might not be entirely compatible with a current research              

since their research purposes may have been created in the past with other intents; or, there                

may be different ways of measuring the data or defining classification compared to one’s own               

which could make the data incompatible (Aaker, Kumar, Day & Leone, 2011).  

 

Primary data is information that has been collected by researchers of a paper to solve the                

research problem and research design when secondary data is not sufficient enough in             

meeting the purpose of the research. The collection of primary data can be executed in many                

ways such as having experiments, questionnaires, observations and interviews. The benefits           

of having primary data is that the results are tailored specifically for one’s research and it                
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most likely will be consistent with the research question and purpose. Furthermore, primary             

data will help studies to answer questions that may revolve around people’s intentions,             

attitudes or buying behaviour which for businesses, is helpful in knowing people’s opinions             

and behaviours towards their products. Primary data has some disadvantages such as the time              

it takes to conduct and collect data. Moreover, it can cost of lot of money as well as being                   

difficult to reach and find the targeted audience and convincing them to cooperate (Ghauri &               

Grønhaug, 2010).  

 

Concerning the integration of both primary and secondary data, it was necessary to utilize              

both data sources as the two helped with reaching the objective of this paper. The secondary                

data was demanded to find information on established theories, models and implications            

surrounding the topic of emotional appeals and emotions in advertising. However, since the             

secondary data could not answer the research problem on its own, indicating a research gap,               

the primary data was essential in order to tailor the research to meet the research gap. This, in                  

addition to supporting this study in addressing its purpose.  

4.4. Data Collection Method  

This research utilized a questionnaire as the data collection method. The questionnaire had a              

undisguised arrangement letting the participants know the purpose of the questionnaire.           

Moreover, the questionnaire was structured meaning it was constructed in a standardized            

manner. Additionally, the data collection method aided the process of finding           

cause-and-effect relationships.  

 

The initial step utilizing primary data as the data collection is considering the which method               

to implement. In particular, the type of collection method is depended upon what type of data                

is found to be demanded and most beneficial. Whether it is an observation, interview,              

questionnaire or experiment, researcher decides which method is most suitable, based on an             

overall judgement from what the research problem and research purpose is. Quantitative            

methods emphasize that identifying the objective data having approach which is considered            

to be critical and logical is crucial. A great deal of focus is put on facts and to categorize and                    

generalize the world’s population (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010). Quantitative data is usually            
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collected through observation or questionnaire (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). A questionnaire           

opens the opportunity to retrieve information in a comparable and standardized way which             

makes the procedure of analyzing the information a more simplified operation. In order to              

succeed with the task of comparing results and discovering correlations, the questions of the              

questionnaire needs to be constant, i.e. standardized (Malhotra, 2010). Questionnaires help           

with collecting attitudes, opinions and is seen as an effective tool to obtain a perspective on                

cause-and-effect relationships. This collection instrument are amongst the popular ones when           

it comes to business studies (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010).  

 

After choosing a questionnaire as the collection technique, a researcher needs to decide about              

the structure of the questionnaire and the disguisement of the research. A questionnaire that is               

highly structured implies having predetermined responses such as a scale. An unstructured            

questionnaire is open to unrestrained answers since the questions will be vaguely determined.             

The disguise of the research refers to letting the participants know or not know what the                

purpose of the research or questionnaire is about. A questionnaire can be either disguised or               

indisguised, the former implies keeping the purpose of the study a secret while the latter               

refers to disclosing the purpose of the questions. It is common for business researchers who               

conduct marketing research to utilize structured-undisguised questionnaires. The questions         

are structured in the same manner throughout the whole questionnaire for all participants. The              

wording and the order allows answers to be comparable. The benefits of having             

structured-undisguised questionnaire is its ease to manage and analyze in the later stages.             

Furthermore, it is easy for respondents to respond to a structured questionnaire as the              

responses in most cases are provided already. These fixed-alternative questions are optimal            

when the possible response alternatives are sharply defined, understandable and limited in            

numbers (Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015).  

 

The reasoning for implementing a questionnaire emanated from the fact it is found to be the                

most applicable for quantitative studies and thereby this study. Moreover, this research            

demanded a method in which the ability to analyze a large scale of data would be simplified                 

operation. For that reason, a questionnaire was chosen due to its characteristics aligning with              

the presented demands for a data collection method. The questionnaire was structured in a              
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standardized manner so that the answers would be comparable. Also, the questionnaire was             

undisguised so that the participants would have a clear picture about the research.  

4.5. Data Collection Instrument 

This research utilized Google Form as a tool to create a web-based questionnaire with the               

objective of generating data. The questionnaire was built with the tools provided by the              

software available online (Google Forms), which helped with the structure and design of the              

questionnaire. Thereby, giving the questionnaire appearing more appealing and professional          

which could possibly generate a higher response rate. Moreover, the data gathered by Google              

Forms was exported to excel and then later copied into SPSS.  

 

Questionnaires allows researchers to collect information regarding larger amounts of people’s           

opinions and behaviour. A postal questionnaires is a low cost alternative that has the              

possibility to reach a large sample base as compared to face-to-face contact. Although the              

response rate is most likely to be low since it has no personal contact with the participants. A                  

good response rate for postal questionnaires is considered to be at 20 percent. However,              

nowaday the web-based questionnaires are gaining popularity since it is up to date in terms of                

communications technology. Here, the participants can be reached in many ways, such as by              

email with a link to the questionnaire or by a link posted or sent through social media                 

platforms. Tools for web-based questionnaires reduces costs dramatically and are much easier            

for participants to use, this because of pop-up instructions that becomes available and helps              

the respondent to answer. Moreover, it helps with error checking, say if the participant              

forgets to answer a question. For researchers, the benefit of having web-questionnaire is the              

ease of exporting the data in to analytic programmes such as SPSS or Microsoft Excel. There                

are some downsides to the web questionnaire, which e.g. is that everybody in the world does                

not have access to the internet (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). 

 

Web-based questionnaires have the capability, compared to email based questionnaire, to           

have an appealing design as well as being perceived as professional with the help of the                

internet tool called HTML. These web questionnaires can have graphics that are well made              

which helps the appearance and quality control of it (Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015). Google              
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Forms is a free online questionnaire tool which can be created and answered in on a mobile                 

or a web browser on the go, without the need for a special software. This tool is made to get                    

answers fast and the questionnaire results can be summarized into charts and graphs.             

Moreover, one can style their own questionnaire by uploading their own photos or logo and               

thereby create a unique form (Google, n.d.). 

 

This questionnaire utilized Google Forms to create a web-based questionnaire because of its             

ease of use for both researchers as well as participants in many ways. This instrument offered                

a great range of tools which were used to make the questionnaire look attractive and convey a                 

tone of quality. Moreover, the online questionnaire made sure that all participants answered             

all questions that they were asked about, avoiding missing values. Another reason as to why               

this collection instrument was chosen was because of the wide reach a web-based             

questionnaire hold. Last, a significant advantage with the questionnaire was that it was             

enabled by only a link which could be shared and opened anywhere by anyone through either                

a web-browser or a mobile phone.  

4.5.1. Questionnaire Design  

The questionnaire consisted of an introductory section with a welcoming text which revealed             

the purpose of the research. Also, ethical considerations such as anonymity and privacy of the               

participants were stated and ensured - which is discussed in chapter “4.9. Ethical             

Considerations”. After the introduction, the questionnaire followed with eight sections, the           

seven first contained commercial statements, where emotion and purchase intention were           

separately measuring the statement through a likert scale. The last page regarded information             

about the participants, such as age, gender, income and occupation, also known as control              

questions. The answers were fixed which meant that the participants only needed to press the               

answer that fit them best. Instructions on how to answer was presented on each page. The                

questionnaire was created in Google Form which helped with the design and layout of the               

questionnaire. 

 

It is a known problem that questionnaires have a low response rate. Therefore, certain              

techniques can be applied to make a self-completion questionnaire increase response rates.            

For example, a questionnaire should be designed in a way so that it seems to be a short as                   
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possible in order to not scare participants from answering (Bryman & Bell, 2011). An              

attractive layout will most likely increase the rate of answers. Having space between             

questions can avoid the questionnaire to look cramped and unattractive which helps with             

having the questionnaire to look short (Dillman, 1983 cited in Bryman and Bell 2011).  

 

An introduction are often included in self-administered questionnaires and is placed in the             

first part of the questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2009). In addition, an introduction helps to               

achieve a high response rate as possible (Dillman, 2007 cited in Saunders et al., 2009).               

Moreover, it is important to have clear instructions in a questionnaire that states how you               

want respondents to answer in order to avoid unwanted or erroneous response. Also, having              

questions and answer put together on a same page is a must (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

4.5.1.1 Measurement  

It was important to implement a questionnaire design in order to increase response rates.              

Including instructions on how to answer the questionnaire was included on every page with              

the text: “Kindly answer to which degree you agree with the different statements - ranging from 1 (being                  

strongly disagree) to 7 (being strongly agree).” in order to attain correct answers. The introduction                

letter and the questionnaire can be found in Appendix 3. Moreover, the questionnaire             

implemented a likert scale for each measurement where the participants were able to respond              

a question using a scale from one to seven. The following table explains the scale: 

 

Table 1: Likert Scale 

Scale 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Somewhat 
disagree 

Netural Somewhat 
agree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 

Likert scale is a multiple-indicator measure which consists of a response set that usually have               

five or seven levels of agreement/disagreement. A high score indicates that the respondent             

has a high level of agreement towards the proposed statement whilst a low score indicates a                

low level of agreement. The purpose with a response set is to have participants to respond in                 

a consistent way as the available answers are standardized. More specifically, the answers             
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does not change even if the concepts that are being measured do. In regards to the questions,                 

it is suggested that these should be closed questions meaning there is not room for the                

respondents to elaborate an answer. Closed-ended question has an advantage in           

questionnaires as the variability in the answers are reduced. This allows the questions to be               

pre-coded and results in having the data conversion process and the transferring process into              

a computer analysis programme be an ease (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

4.5.2. Operationalization  

An operationalization was utilized in order to deduce larger-scale theories and thereby extract             

the theories into commercial statements which could be measured, both for the independent             

variable and the individual dependent variable. Generally, a table is created to operationalize             

the theories in order to display how the concepts are formed in a clear way. The                

operationalization in this paper consisted of theoretical concepts, description, indicators and           

last, commercial statements. What was specific for this research was that the measures             

created for each concept were operationalized into commercial statements rather than           

questions of corresponding to the theory. More specifically, each theory, being the six core              

emotions anger, surprise, sadness, happiness, fear and disgust were operationalized into           

commercial statements in order to measure the last theory, being purchase intention. A more              

detailed reasoning, argumentation in addition to the theoretical framework backing this           

approach - being the commercial statements to represent the theory - will be presented prior               

to the table of operationalization. This in order to provide clarity for the process of               

measurement.  

 

The simplified indicators eases the process of gathering information to the complex            

theoretical concepts and will help obtain adequate information An operationalization is a            

process where theoretical concepts are clarified and defined in to measurable concepts. The             

process involves creating indicators which refers back to the theoretical concepts (Bryman &             

Bell, 2011).  
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4.5.2.1. Commercial Statements 

In order to determine how emotions displayed in advertising would impact purchase            

intention, fabricated commercial statements were created. Six commercial statement was          

created, one for each emotional appeal (anger, fear, disgust, happiness, sadness, surprise).            

The commercial statements were created by integrating the operationalization (see “Table 2”)            

of the theories presented in the theoretical framework (emotions) in addition the literature             

presented below regarding low and high involvement products. On that note, high            

involvement products can be defined as products that require careful and systematic            

consideration, e.g. a car (Business Dictionary 1, n.d.; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986 cited in              

Akbari, 2015); on the other hand, low involvement products are more peripheral and routine              

purchases that require less effort, e.g. milk (Business Dictionary 2, n.d.; Petty and Cacioppo,              

1986 cited in Akbari, 2015). According to Akbari (2015), advertisement containing an            

emotional appeal has a more positive effect on low involvement products in comparison to              

high involvement products. Thereby concluding the commercial statements should pose a low            

involvement as it increases the probability of detecting an effect.  

 

Furthermore, the aim when formulating the commercial statements was to present them as             

advertisements. Moreover, the statements were developed with a standardized wording - i.e.            

commencing with “Research has shown… “, applied on a black background, and revolved             

around the same low involvement product (based on the information presented above by             

Akbari, 2015); the reasoning was to isolate the emotions to the utmost degree in order to as                 

accurately as possible investigate the correct emotion and avoid elements altering the results.             

Last, the use of a low involvement product also decreased the amount to which the               

respondents needed to reflect about their answers which further aimed to simplify the             

questionnaire (Akbari, 2015). Conclusively, the actual operationalization of the commercial          

statements is presented in the following table by providing a description of the theoretical              

concept, indicators for the theory as well as the formulated commercial statement. The             

operationalization table is followed by a table explaining the standardized questions that            

followed each commercial statement. That table includes three items measuring the           

independent variable (emotion) and 3 items measuring the dependent variable (purchase           

intention for a specific emotion). 
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Table 2: Commercial Statements Operationalized. 

Theoretical 
concept 

Description Indicators Commercial statement 

Anger Anger can be defined as an intense 
negative emotion which resembles the 
feeling of being restricted from a desired 
behaviour, and the emotion involves an 
impulse to target the source of the issue 
(Izard, 1977) 

- Confronting 

- Impulsive 

- Infuriating 

- Attacking source 

- Negative 

- Arousing 

- Disturbing 

Research has shown the 
infuriating fact that people 
who are tricked by media 
outlets into neglecting dental 
care disturbingly have higher 
rates of oral disease. 

Disgust Disgust can be defined as the response to 

an object that ‘leaves a bad taste in the 

mouth’ by moving away from it (Izard, 

1977).  

- Gross depictions  

- Avoidance 

- Rejection 

 

 

Research has shown that the 
Romans used urine to clean 
their teeth; with that in mind, 
toothpaste might be the way 
to go. 

Fear Fear can be defined as an negative 

emotional state of insecurity and 

uneasiness in response to some sort - at 

least implied - danger (Izard, 1977; 

Tanner et al., 1991). 

- Insecurity and 

uneasiness 

- Danger 

- Anxiety 

- Arousing  

- Highly unpleasant 

Research has shown that 
people who do not use 
toothpaste alarmingly 
display greater amounts of 
plaque which causes gum 
disease. 

Happiness Happiness can defined as an active, 

positive emotion that is connected to 

feelings of good physical strength and 

belief in self, and is therefore to be viewed 

upon as both arousing and pleasant (Izard, 

1977). 

- Active and 

positive 

- Arousing and 

pleasant 

- Eudaimonia 

/Hedonia 

Research has shown that 
people who use toothpaste 
feel fresher, and become 
more self-confident and 
joyful. 

Sadness Sadness can be defined as the feeling of 

being miserable, discouraged, helpless, 

downhearted and lonely (Izard, 1977). 

- Miserable 

- Discouraged 

- Helpless 

- Downhearted 

- Lonely 

- Low in arousal 

and unpleasant 

Research has shown oral 
cancer being one of the 
leading causes of death 
amongst children. Experts 
are pessimistic about the 
future. 
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Surprise Surprise can be defined as being the 

momentary feeling of uncertainty 

following an unforeseen event (often 

referred to as “stimulus-schema 

incongruity”) (Hansen & Christensen, 

2007; Alden et al., 2000). 

Stimulus-schema 
incongruity 

Research has shown the use 
of toothpaste to have 
unexpected results, with 
subjects for example 
reporting to have more 
successful work lives as well 
as a better sex drive.  

 

  
Table 3: Categorization of Questions for the Questionnaire. 

Item 
number 

Concept Scale 
measurement 

Measurement 

Ang1 
 
Ang2 
 
Ang3 

Anger Seven-Point Likert 
scale 
 
1 = Strongly disagree 
7 = Strongly agree 

1. This commercial statement contains elements 
depicting anger. 
 
2. This commercial statement depicts anger more than 
any other emotion (e.g. fear, sadness). 
 
3. This commercial statement conveys anger. 

Dis1 
 
Dis2 
 
Dis3 

Disgust Seven-Point Likert 
scale 
 
1 = Strongly disagree 
7 = Strongly agree 

1. This commercial statement contains elements 
depicting disgust. 
 
2. This commercial statement depicts disgust more 
than any other emotion (e.g. anger, surprise). 
 
3. This commercial statement conveys disgust. 

Fear1 
 
Fear2 
 
Fear3 

Fear Seven-Point Likert 
scale 
 
1 = Strongly disagree 
7 = Strongly agree 

1. This commercial statement contains elements 
depicting fear. 
 
2. This commercial statement depicts fear more than 
any other emotion (e.g. anger, sadness). 
 
3. This commercial statement conveys fear. 

Happ1 
 
Happ2 
 
Happ3 

Happiness Seven-Point Likert 
scale 
 
1 = Strongly disagree 
7 = Strongly agree 

1. This commercial statement contains elements 
depicting happiness. 
 
2. This commercial statement depicts happiness more 
than any other happiness (e.g. fear, surprise). 
 
3. This commercial statement conveys happiness. 

Sad1 
 
Sad2 
 
Sad3 

Sadness Seven-Point Likert 
scale 
 
1 = Strongly disagree 
7 = Strongly agree 

1. This commercial statement contains elements 
depicting sadness. 
 
2. This commercial statement depicts sadness more 
than any other emotion (e.g. anger, fear). 
 
3. This commercial statement conveys sadness. 
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Sur1 
 
Sur2 
 
Sur3 

Surprise Seven-Point Likert 
scale 
 
1 = Strongly disagree 
7 = Strongly agree 

1. This commercial statement contains elements 
depicting surprise. 
 
2. This commercial statement depicts surprise more 
than any other emotion (e.g. happiness, fear). 
 
3. This commercial statement conveys surprise. 

Sur_PI1 
Sur_PI2 
Sur_PI3 
 
Ang_PI1 
Ang_PI2 
Ang_PI3 
 
Dis_PI1 
Dis_PI2 
Dis_PI3 
 
Happ_PI1 
Happ_PI2 
Happ_PI3 
 
Fear_PI1 
Fear_PI2 
Fear_PI3 
 
Sad_PI1 
Sad_PI2 
Sad_PI3 

Purchase 
intention 

Seven-Point Likert 
scale 
 
1 = Strongly disagree 
7 = Strongly agree 

1. It is likely that I would purchase the product 
presented in the commercial statement. 
 
2. It is probable that i would consider to purchase the 
product in the commercial statement 
 
3. I am eager to purchase the product presented in the 
commercial statement. 

 

 

4.5.3. Pre-testing  

Prior to administering the questionnaire, two pre-testings were conducted. The first           

pre-testing concerned the commercial statements that was created. The ambition stated before            

this pre-test was to see if the commercial statement displayed the intended emotion. A              

convenience sampling was used, hence, people on the street were asked about the six              

commercial statements and if the people could derive the same emotions as the commercial              

statement intended to depict. Later, the participants were asked how the commercial            

statement could display emotion on a more clearer basis. The feedback received by the              

participants were used to tweak the statements. The second pre-test involved testing the             

whole questionnaire. Here, the same sampling technique as the first pre-test was carried out,              

being a convenience sampling. Thus, people who were conveniently available were asked to             
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complete the questionnaire and present feedback. After the second pre-testing, the           

questionnaire was tweaked and was also checked with mentors before it was sent out to               

participants. An important part of the pre-testing for this research was to establish that the               

items had “clean” measures, meaning, that the items were actually measuring what was             

intended. This in addition to the measures being “clean” in the context of only measuring one                

variable at a time and not mixing the items.  

 

Furthermore, a limitation of administering a questionnaire is that the interviewer can not be              

present whilst distributing a self-completion questionnaire and can therefore not clear up any             

eventual misunderstands. Therefore, before sending out a self-completion questionnaire, a          

pre-test should be carried out in order to avoid confusion amongst the respondents. Error may               

occur with a questionnaire, thereby sending it to a small amount of people first will prevent a                 

researcher to waste a questionnaire because it was not measuring correct etcetera (Bryman &              

Bell, 2011). When pre-testing a questionnaire, a common sampling technique to use is the              

convenience sampling (Aaker, Kumar, Day & Leone, 2011). This research conducted a            

pre-test in order to prevent any mistakes that would lead the collected data to be unreadable                

and thereby waste time and maybe even trust from the responders.  

4.6. Sampling 

This research applied a non-probability sampling as a sampling procedure. More specifically,            

the choice of participants was based out of convenience sampling. The requirements for             

reviewing the participants included in this study were minor as the sampling technique of              

convenience sampling was utilized. Hence, no sampling frame was set as participants were             

chosen out of convenience and availability just as the technique implies. The possible             

problematic factor this proposes in terms of a sampling bias and the sample not being               

representative will be discussed in the limitation chapter of this research.  

 

The convenience sampling procedure involves contacting a sample population by convenient           

means. It can be finding respondents in a shopping center or having neighbors answering              

(Aaker, Kumar, Day & Leone, 2011) The aim with sampling is to generate generalizable              

results based on data collected from the sample population. A sample needs to be              
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representative in order to be able to generalize. (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Census is known as                

collecting data from the entire population. However, many researchers choose sampling over            

census due to reasons such as cost and the amount of time it would take. It is sometimes                  

advised not to use census because by the time the collection of information is finished, the                

information will be obsolete. A sample has the possibility to be more accurate (Iacobucci &               

Churchill, 2015). Census is suitable for a research when the population size of research is               

fairly small. However, sampling is the only alternative available as census is not possible              

(Aaker, Kumar, Day & Leone, 2011). While it might be difficult to defend this sampling               

procedure (Aaker, Kumar, Day & Leone, 2011), an acceptable context to use convenience             

sampling is when an opportunity to collect data appears and it is too good to miss out.                 

Furthermore, business and management studies often use convenience method as their           

sampling as it is considered to be more significant than probability sampling and its methods               

(Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

 

There are two common sampling procedures when obtaining a sample: probability sampling            

and non-probability sampling. The former one refers to a sampling procedure which            

considers a well representative sample as of significant importance. To the contrary, the latter              

sampling procedure refers to sampling without the same considerations for a representative            

sample. Hence, non-probability sampling does not provide the same certainty in terms of             

generating a representative sample. Furthermore, non-probability sampling has certain         

advantages over probability sampling such as being cost efficient and takes less time to              

conduct. Another advantage implies that a sampling frame is not needed for convenience             

sampling. The reasoning for that is that no requirements were established in terms of what               

people could respond to the questionnaire, such as specific demographic groups and so on.              

Also, the sample is chosen out of convenience and therefore no sampling frame is needed.               

Moreover, this sampling technique is often used in situations where operational ease is             

required. The drawback with non-probability is that a research cannot ascertain that the             

resulting data is precise for reflecting a population. Having a larger sample size will not               

lessen this disadvantage. Despite the drawbacks, the non-probability sampling technique has           

been used by researchers effectively and legitimately (Aaker, Kumar, Day & Leone, 2011). 
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Non-probability procedure and a convenience sampling was chosen because the time           

efficiency it provided. It was beneficial for this paper to gather data quickly as the time was                 

limited. Moreover, even though it is stated that the data collected might not reflect exactly an                

entire population, it is still common to use this method in business and administration studies.  

 

4.6.1. Sample Selection and Data Collection Procedure  

A sample frame was not needed for this study since the sampling procedure followed the               

convenience sampling as previously discussed. The questionnaire was sent and posted on            

social media platforms, in questionnaire groups and sent directly to convenient people            

available mainly on Facebook. The total amount of respondents of the questionnaire was 212.              

The amount of respondents needed for this questionnaire was 98. To study relationships using              

statistics, a formula can be of help when determining a reasonable amount of respondents.              

The formula (N > 50 + 8m (m = Independent variables)) suggests that the sample should be                 

no less than 50 responders and that depending on the amount of independent variables, the               

amount of responders should increase (Green, 1991 cited in Wilson Van Voorhis & Morgan,              

2007).  

 

The formula provided by Green was utilized to calculate the minimum sample which was 98.               

Since the fixed minimum amount was 50 in addition to 8 times 6 which was the amount of                  

independent variables in this research. (50 + 8 x 6 = 98). This study reached an amount over                  

the calculated sample based on the provided formula with 212 answers. The reason for              

choosing social media was because people were conveniently available on those platforms.  

4.7. Data Analysis Method 

The data analysis method helped this study in analyzing the data acquired in order for it to be                  

meaningful and to come a conclusion about displayed emotional appeal in advertising and its              

impact on purchase intention. The data was analyzed through the statistical data programme             

SPSS to calculate descriptives, demographics and to test reliability through Cronbach’s Alpha            

and last, to perform a regression analysis.  
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Before data has been analyzed it, in its raw form, discloses very limited amount of               

meaningful information. Therefore, the data needs to be processed in order to convert into              

valuable information (Saunders et al., 2016). Once the data is collected, the data is cleaned in                

order to commence the actual data analysis. Furthermore, data analysis is needed to examine              

the information in order to come up with reports, conclusions which in the end is a                

knowledge contribution. Furthermore, data analysis consists of many sets of different data            

that can be used to obtain information and understandings. In addition, there might be              

information and insights that would have otherwise not have been discovered if data analysis              

is let out. Also, it can aid the avoidance of making wrong conclusions and provide tools to                 

help understand analysis created by others.  

 

The are certain preparations the raw data need to undergo before the data analysis process can                

start. Quality of the analysis is heavily depended upon the preparation and conversion of the               

data in to a suitable form. Techniques used to prepare raw data involves the following steps;                

i) data editing, ii) coding, iii) (if necessary) statistically adjusting the data (Aaker et al.,               

2011). The data should be coded when it has been entered to a statistical programme (Bryman                

& Bell, 2011). Numbers can be used as codes for data that are in non-numerical form                

(Saunders et al., 2009). Furthermore, IBM SPSS is a software programme which is used for               

advanced statistical analysis. The statistical programme offers a broad set of statistical tools             

which can run descriptive statistics, regression and more. The set can create charts and tables               

from the entered data (IBM, n.d.). Conclusively, it was critical for this paper to perform the                

data analysis in order to be able to conclude in useful knowledge. Descriptive statistics,              

regression analysis and hypothesis testing were crucial analytical processes for this research            

as well as for the research purpose.  

4.7.1. Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics involves summarizing a large amount of data that can present            

meaningful figures that are accurate and simple. Furthermore, the statistics are usually            

connected with a frequency table which contains the summary of the information. There are              

three measures included in the table: (i) the central tendency measure which refers to mean,               

median and mode (ii) dispersion measure which refers to standard deviation, coefficient of             

variation and range and (iii) shape measures which refers to kurtosis and skewness. Kurtosis              
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shows a curve’s peakedness or flatness which is based on the frequency distribution. Zero              

implies that the kurtosis is of normal distribution. Positive kurtosis is when the distribution              

has a higher peak than the normal distribution. Negative kurtosis is when the distribution is               

more flat than the normal distribution. Skewness is a distribution characteristic which            

determines the symmetry regarding the mean (Malhotra, 2010). Central tendency consist of            

three common measure with the first one being the mode, which shows values that occurs               

repeatedly. The second one is the median which represents the middle value and it is not                

affected by extreme values. The last one is the mean which includes all numerical data in the                 

calculation, however, it is affected by extreme data values. Dispersion should be described as              

well as the central tendency as its measures may not be enough. The dispersion, measured               

through standard deviations, refers to values indicating the spread of the data in relation to its                

central points (such as the mean, mode or median). An explanation as how these concepts and                

measurements were applied is described in the result chapter.  

4.7.2. Regression Analysis 

Regression analysis is the procedure where relationships are calculated between a dependant            

variable and one or several independent variables. The values acquired can explain the             

strength of a relationship between two or more variables. In addition, it can structure or form                

the relationship through mathematical equations and predict the dependent variable values           

(Malhotra, 2010). A important step of the regression analysis is to test the F-value which               

reveal if the model is significant in its contribution to explaining and predicting the dependent               

variable. Therefore, an acceptance level should be determined as a control step before the              

analysis of the model can commence in which the acceptance level is commonly F < 0.05                

(Hair et al. 2014). Moreover, an F-test can be utilized to determine the overall probability of                

the relationship between the independent variables occurring by chance and the dependent            

variable (Saunders et al., 2009). Furthermore, the process of regression analysis is done by              

utilizing the coefficient of determination (R²), which determines the strength of the            

relationship between one or more independent variables and a dependent variable. It is             

possible to predict how well a regression equation will be by using the R². When R² is one                  

(1), the equation is considered as a perfect predictor. If the R² is half (0.5), the equation the                  

equation can only predict 50 per cent of the variation. An adjusted R², however, accounts for                

the number of independent variables included in the model. Thereby, making it possible to              
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consider each added variables contribution to the model (Saunders et al., 2009). An             

explanation as to how these concepts and measurements were applied is described in the              

result chapter.  

 

4.7.2.1. Hypotheses Testing 

Hypothesis testing concerns taking two sample statistics and determining the differences of            

the two. A hypothesis is an assumption and is tested for its validity in a study. The process                  

can briefly be described by first creating an assumption, followed by the next step which is to                 

collect the appropriate data from a population sample and the last step is to calculate the                

assumptions validity (Aaker et al., 2011). After these steps have been taken, the process of               

either rejecting the hypothesis can be introduced. For the final step, it is suggested that a                

definitive statement should be presented in order to clarify the conclusion of the hypothesis.              

In detailed, the suggestion state a statement of phrase such as ‘the hypothesis was accepted’               

or the opposite. In order to be able to do so, the actual hypothesis needs to be verifiable and                   

also formulated in a simplistic, specific and conceptually clear manner. There are various             

types of hypothesis, one of which is referred to as a hypothesis of association. This type of                 

hypothesis is aimed to speculate on the relationship and by extension the effects that different               

variables have on the dependent variable (Kumar, 2011). Furthermore, the examination of            

probability in the hypothesis testing is known as significance testing (Berman Brown and             

Saunders, 2008 cited in Saunders et al., 2009). The probability (p-value) is based on a test                

statistic, degrees of freedom (df). If the probability has a low p-value (p < 0.05 or lower), it                  

implies that the relationship is statistically significant. Even if the significance level could not              

be accepted, a relationship might still exist between the variables, however, no definite             

conclusion should be made. To know how strong the variable is on the dependent variable,               

the value of the beta coefficient can be considered. More specifically, a larger positive beta               

coefficient has a stronger impact on the dependent variable whilst a smaller negative beta              

coefficient will have a negative impact on the dependent. Thereby, if a hypothesis is              

directional (negative or positive), the value of the beta must be considered before accepting a               

significant hypothesis (Saunders et al., 2009). An explanation as how these concepts and             

measurements were applied is described in the result chapter.  
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4.8. Quality Criteria 

Quality criteria was assigned to this research in order for the measurements to be validated.               

There were two criteria that were used: (i) the content validity, which was used to ensure that                 

the new measurement measured the concepts correctly, and (ii) construct validity, in order to              

examine whether or not the concepts were relevant to the theory.  

 

The purpose of validity is to ensure that the measurement in a research is measuring what is it                  

suppose to measure. If validity was established based on a logical reasoning, then a              

justification on each measure (in this case, question) in a study should be conducted.              

However, statistical procedures can provide solid support to the measurement by calculating            

between questions and the outcome variables with coefficient of correlation. It is considered             

to be both a simple and a difficult task to establish a connection between questions and                

objectives (Kumar, 2011). Quality criteria was utilized to assure that the measurements were             

created and applied correctly and that it was in order with the theory presented in this study.  

 4.8.1. Content Validity  

This study applied content validity as a new measurement was created. In order to ensure that                

the concept was measured correctly, a pre-test was done with people conveniently available             

to see if the questions would measure the correct concept. Moreover, the measurement was              

shown and reviewed by an expert in the field of statistical data which lead to adjustments of                 

the questions in the questionnaire. 

 

Face validity or content validity refers to the process of ensuring that a research’s              

measurement, in this case, the questions, has an adequate coverage in an investigation over a               

particular domain (Saunders et al., 2016; Bryman & Bell, 2011). A study should establish              

content validity when applying a new measure. In order to succeed with this method, a               

researcher may consult experts in the field of the particular domain in order to evaluate if the                 

concept is being measured and consequently adjust the questions accordingly, if necessary            

(Bryman & Bell, 2011). Another way to assure content validity in the measurement is to               

study the concept in literatures cautiously. It is possible also to have a panel to discuss the                 
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measurement and decide whether the questions in the questionnaire are essential,           

non-essential or useful but not essential (Saunders et al., 2016). The reason for conducting the               

content validity was to ensure this study’s measurement collected the correct data that             

covered the relevant concepts.  

4.8.2. Construct Validity 

Construct validity suggests that hypotheses conducted in a research are deduced from theories             

that are relevant to the concept (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Construct validity is based on               

statistical procedures in order to establish the validity of an instrument (Saunders et al.,              

2009). The questions posed here is what characteristic or construct the scale is measuring.              

Theoretical questions regarding the reason as to why the scale works, as well as what can be                 

deduced from the underlying theory, are attempted to be answered. On that note, in order to                

establish construct validity there needs to be a sound theory of the construct in question as                

well as an understanding of how the construct relates to other constructs (Malhotra, 2010). To               

see a relationship between two variables, a Pearson correlation coefficient can be assessed             

(Saunders et al., 2009). In order to test construct validity, Pearson correlation was calculated              

in SPSS, where independent variables was run against independent variables. An explanation            

as how the concepts were applied is described in the result chapter.  

4.8.3. Reliability 

When a measurement is made, reliability comes in and acts as an assurance to see if the                 

measure is consistent and if it can be reproduced. Reliability can be explained as being a                

system that showcases how much a measure is free from random error (Malhotra, 2010).              

There are three factors that can be utilized in order to see the reliability of a measure. The                  

first one is the stability factor which concerns the stability of a measurement over a time                

period. A measure should be able to generate the same responses even if it is tested in two                  

different points in time - meaning, that the measure is not unstable. The second factor is the                 

internal reliability which regards the possibility of whether or not the indicators are related to               

the same thing that is supposed to be measured. The concern bases on the multiple questions                

(multiple-item measure) and their gathered overall score, the goal is to have a coherence in               

the answers. The last factor is the inter-observer consistency which refers to the interpretation              
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or translation of data when it has been collected from an observation and has had a                

measurement consisting of open-ended questions.  

 

Internal reliability can be tested through using Cronbach’s Alpha. By computing the alpha,             

the coefficient can vary between 1 - indicating perfect internal reliability - and 0 - indicating                

no internal reliability. A rule of thumb to state as an acceptable level of internal reliability is                 

0.8 (Bryman & Bell, 2011). However, other research has accepted internal reliability at a              

lower figure, such as 0.70 (Shutte et al., 2000 cited in Bryman & Bell, 2011). This study used                  

Cronbach’s Alpha in order to test the internal reliability. The acceptable level of internal              

reliability was set to 0.75 as it is the mean of the to figure mentioned in the theory above.  

4.9. Ethical Considerations 

As mentioned previously, this paper took the privacy of the participants critically. Names and              

contact information was not collected and, therefore, there is no way of knowing who              

responded to the questionnaire. This information was presented to the participants in the             

introduction of the questionnaire. For example, in the control question about the income, the              

option to not answer was provided for the participants who felt that their privacy was               

invaded. During the pre-test of the questionnaire, questions about privacy and harmfulness            

was asked to the participants in order to improve the questionnaire. 

  

There are four main areas that ethical principles base on: (i) harm to participants, (ii) lack of                 

informed consent, (iii) invasion of privacy and (iv) deception (Diener & Crandall, 1978 cited              

in Bryman & Bell, 2011). The first area states that the possibility to harm a participant should                 

be minimal. The MRS Code of Conduct informs about precautions a researcher should take              

that involves ensuring no direct harm as a result of participating in a research project. The                

second area involves informing the participants as much as possible so that the respondents              

can make an informed decision to participate in the questionnaire or not. The third area states                

that invasion of a participant’s privacy should be avoided. Moreover, MRS guidance explains             

that researchers do not have the right to intrude on a respondent’s privacy and lack respect of                 

his or her values. The last area is deception which can be explained in a situation where the                  

researcher restricts a respondent’s understanding of what the study revolves around so that             
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the respondents can answer in a much more beneficial manner. For example, it can be that a                 

researcher explains that his or her research is about one thing, but the truth is that the study is                   

about something else (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

  

The four areas were taken into consideration during the design and creation process of the               

questionnaire. The pre-test allowed the questionnaire to reach minimal levels of harm and             

invasion of privacy through considering the perspective of the participants. The reason for             

including these questions in the pre-test was due to the opinions of the participants being of                

importance. 

4.10. Societal Issues  

The Social Research Association or SAR is a UK based association who aims to advance the                

conduct, development and application of social research. There are certain aspects a            

researcher can take into consideration, such as obligations towards a society when conducting             

a research. The first obligation a researcher should establish is knowledge about the             

legislation in the country that the research is conducted in, and if the legislation will affect the                 

research. Researchers should not purposely seek to break the law. Moreover, the second             

obligation states that social researchers should avoid harming a society by considering to             

conflict its best interest. Possible consequences that will affect the society at large and              

possible future research should be taken in consideration. Also, a research should pursue             

objectivity even though research cannot fully achieve it. Researchers should maintain a            

professional integrity and not be afflicted by fear or favor from other people. Knowledge              

should be advanced which is why a researcher should not cooperate unlawfully with someone              

and thus result in misleading information (SAR, 2003). 

  

It was critical that the methodology of this research included societal issues in order to avoid                

misinforming and harming society. This paper considered societal issues during the creation            

process of the purpose of this research.   
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5. Results 

The result chapter revolves around the presentation of the results analyzed through SPSS.             

This includes demographics, descriptive statistics, quality criteria as well as hypothesis           

testing using regression analysis. 

5.1. Demographics 

First off, there were no particular requirements specified in the questionnaire developed for             

this research. More specifically, no control questions were included in which the respondents             

needed to pass in order to complete the questionnaire. Hence, responses from all 212              

participants were deemed valid and thereby included in the data analysis. All the collected              

responses were transferred to SPSS for cleaning, coding and data analysis. The data             

concerning the demographics of the participants found that 47 percent (N = 100) were              

female, 52 percent (N = 110) were male and 1 percent (N = 2) were non-binary. Regarding                 

the age of the participants, 65.1 percent (N = 138) were found to be in the age bracket of 15                    

to 24, followed by 30.2 percent (N = 64) in the age group 25 to 34 years old. Additionally, an                    

even distribution were found amongst the remaining age brackets as 2 percent were 35 to 44                

years old, 4 percent were 45 to 54 years old and 4 percent were older than 55. For a visual                    

presentation of the demographics amongst the participants in which the variables of income             

and occupation also will be included, see Tables 17, 18, 19 and 20 in Appendix 2. 

5.2. Descriptives 

Following the initial step of reviewing the demographics of the respondents is the step of               

examining the data generated for the dependent and the independent variable, i.e. the             

descriptive statistics. The table below (“Table 4”) displays the descriptive statistics in the             

form of items created for the independent variables and the dependent variables respectively.             

More concretely, this research assessed six dependent variables (ex. Sur_PI = purchase            

intention for surprise) individually with one corresponding independent variable each (ex. Sur            

= emotion of surprise). Each variable included three items, as presented below, which             

resulted in 36 items in total.  
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Furthermore, every item had a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 7 which corresponds to the                 

Likert-scale utilized for the questionnaire. The table includes the mean, median and mode in              

order to provide a measure for the central tendencies, which serve as a summarizing tool.               

Regarding the mean, the highest value recorded belonged to the item for Happiness 1              

(Happ1) which was 5.64 in comparison to the lowest mean of 2.78, belonging to Surprise 3                

(Sur3). Furthermore, a dispersion measure was included in the standards deviation (standard            

deviation) in which the items ranged on a scale from 1.208 to 1.962 standard deviations.  

 

Last, the shape measures of kurtosis and skewness was accounted for with each of the items.                

Hair et al. (2010) state that the former is suggested to be in the range of ±3 - which implies                    

that this data is accepted as the kurtosis ranges from -1,226 to 2,360. As for the latter, a range                   

of ±1 is recommended. However, skewness was found problematic towards the established            

data requirements as outliers were found amongst the items (-1.139 for Sad1, -1.037 for              

Happ1, -1.396 for Happ1 and -1.107 for Happ1). Yet, Hair et al. (2010) do state that the level                  

of acceptance for skewness can be higher than ±1 under certain circumstances. That is,              

circumstances such as a research including more than 200 participants which is true for this               

research. On that note, the deviating items are accepted.  

 

 Table 4: The Descriptive Statistics of the Independent and Dependent Variables. 

Item N Mean Median Mode Std. 
Deviation 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Sur1 212 5.36 6 6 1.534 -0.954 0.287 

Sur2 212 5.29 6 7 1.514 -0.606 -0.597 

Sur3 212 5.38 6 6 1.414 -1.037 1.033 

Sur_PI1 212 3.35 3 2 1.731 0.390 -0.847 

Sur_PI2 212 3.58 4 4 1.657 0.064 -0.938 

Sur_PI3 212 2.78 3 1 1.588 0.663 -0.294 

Ang1 212 4.68 5 5 1.573 -0.563 -0.222 

Ang2 212 4.68 5 6 1.591 -0.602 -0.446 

Ang3 212 4.63 5 5 1.548 -0.482 -0.267 
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Ang_PI1 212 2.97 3 1 1.632 0.614 -0.255 

Ang_PI2 212 2.98 3 2 1.588 0.462 -0.662 

Ang_PI3 212 2.52 2 1 1.516 0.672 -0.518 

Dis1 212 5.25 6 7 1.691 -0.759 -0.482 

Dis2 212 4.57 5 7 1.962 -0.374 -1.073 

Dis3 212 5.03 5 6 1.655 -0.578 -0.694 

Dis_PI1 212 3.31 3 1 1.808 0.236 -0.975 

Dis_PI2 212 3.39 3.5 1a 1.835 0.122 -1.226 

Dis_PI3 212 2.92 3 1 1.653 0.340 -0.886 

Happ1 212 5.9 6 7 1.208 -1.396 2.360 

Happ2 212 5.64 6 6 1.315 -1.107 1.031 

Happ3 212 5.56 6 6 1.335 -0.954 0.580 

Happ_PI1 212 5.07 5.5 6 1.504 -0.552 -0.577 

Happ_PI2 212 5.1 5 6 1.417 -0.609 -0.087 

Happ_PI3 212 4.41 4.5 4 1.729 -0.244 -0.827 

Fear1 212 5.49 6 6 1.351 -0.993 0.835 

Fear2 212 5.41 6 7 1.532 -0.946 0.411 

Fear3 212 5.26 5.5 6 1.491 -0.721 -0.039 

Fear_PI1 212 4.51 5 4a 1.619 -0.294 -0.572 

Fear_PI2 212 4.59 5 4a 1.679 -0.286 -0.743 

Fear_PI3 212 4.1 4 5 1.763 -0.054 -0.902 

Sad1 212 5.61 6 7 1.531 -1.137 0.866 

Sad2 212 4.96 5 7 1.826 -0.622 -0.580 

Sad3 212 5.38 6 7 1.524 -0.803 0.136 

Sad_PI1 212 3.58 4 4 1.691 0.137 -0.854 

Sad_PI2 212 3.58 4 4 1.703 0.218 -0.716 

Sad_PI3 212 3.25 3 1 1.769 0.303 -0.898 
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5.3. Quality Criteria  

5.3.1. Validity  
As presented in the methodology chapter, the validity was accounted for through pre-testing             

of the questionnaire in addition to the questions utilized being generated from previous             

research. For a more detailed description of the validity criteria of this research see 4.8               

Quality Criteria.  

5.3.1.1. Construct Validity 

The following table displays the correlation coefficients for the independent variables           

included in the research. The level of correlation varied for the variables, ranging from 0.179               

(Disgust + Fear) to 0.499 (Anger + Fear). All of the correlations were found significant at a                 

level of 0.01 which implies that the variables having achieved a valid result. See “Table 5”                

for a more detailed explanation of the correlations.  

 

Table 5: Correlation Coefficients by Pearson. 

Correlations 

Variables Sadness Fear Happiness Disgust Anger Surprise 

Sadness Pearson 
Correlation 

1      

Fear Pearson 
Correlation 

.384** 1     

Happiness Pearson 
Correlation 

.419** .392** 1    

Disgust Pearson 
Correlation 

.340** .179** .297** 1   

Anger Pearson 
Correlation 

.294** .499** .185** .211** 1  

Surprise Pearson 
Correlation 

.368** .357** .249** .328** .306** 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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5.3.2. Reliability: Cronbach’s Alpha 
Following the assurance of approved validity within the variables, the data was tested for              

internal reliability. In order to do so, the Cronbach’s Alpha was utilized as it allows to ensure                 

that (i) the items are consistent for each variable and (ii) that the item measure what it                 

supposed to. In the table below, the Cronbach’s Alpha for each variable was assessed, each               

including three items. The lowest number found was 0.770 α, belonging to the measure for               

the variable “Surprise” and since the lowest number of acceptance, according to Shutte et al.               

(2000 cited in Bryman & Bell, 2011), was established to be 0.75 α for this research, the                 

internal reliability for “Surprise” was accepted. Remaining variables ranged from 0.822 α to             

0.952 α which implies that the items possesses internal reliability.  

 

Table 6: Cronbach’s Alpha of the Independent and Dependent Variables. 

Variable Cronbach’s Alpha N  

Surprise 0.770 3 

Surprise_PI 0.911 3 

Anger 0.822 3 

Anger_PI 0.930 3 

Disgust 0.873 3 

Disgust_PI 0.953 3 

Happiness 0.855 3 

Happiness_PI 0.911 3 

Fear 0.914 3 

Fear_PI 0.933 3 

Sadness 0.833 3 

Sadness_PI 0.952 3 
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5.4. Hypothesis Testing 

The last step in the process of data analysis was to test the hypotheses developed in this                 

paper. In order to do so, six regression tables were produced and examined to meet the six                 

hypotheses created in the conceptual framework. The reasoning for the six separate            

regression models derive from the fact that this research handles six individual dependent             

variables, that is - purchase intention for six different emotions. Furthermore, each regression             

model will handle one hypothesis each to test the dependent variable (purchase intention for a               

specific emotion). M1 including the control variables, being demographics such as age,            

gender, occupation and income, and M2 holding the same demographics as M1 whilst adding              

the independent variable (i.e. the emotion variable corresponding to the dependent variable). 

 

Furthermore, prior to the presentation of the regression model, the significance level for the              

overall F-value was reviewed in order to determine whether or not hypothesis testing could              

commence. For each model, the accepted significance level of the F-value was established to              

be 0.05. In detail, the acceptance level of 0.05 will be indicated through ‘*’, level 0.01                

through ‘**’ and last, a level of 0.001 through ‘***’. Where the latter, being the level of                 

0.001, suggest the highest level of significance as it indicates that the probability of the value                

being wrong is less than one in a thousand. The same levels of significance were applied to                 

the acceptance levels for the P-value. The P-value was utilized to determine if the individual               

variables were found to be significant in contributing and influencing the regression model.  
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5.4.1. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention for Disgust 

The following table is presenting the regression analysis for the dependent variable of             

Purchase Intention for Disgust in which a corresponding hypothesis is set to be tested. For               

openers, the F-value concerning the regression model was found to be not significant in M1.               

More specifically, the control variables which represent M1 were dismissed as the non             

significant F-value implied that there is not enough evidence supporting M1 as a predicting              

variable. Predicting in this context refers to M1’s capabilities to influence and explain the              

dependent variable. Hence, providing an argument that there is a need to include another              

variable, such as the independent in M2, in order to explain the dependent variable.  

 

Moreover, the adjusted R² for M2 implied a value of 0.092 with 1.6296 in standard error of                 

estimates. Regarding the hypothesis presented in this regression model, the β value was             

negative with a value of -0.277. Therefore, as the significance level was accepted at less than                

0.001 and that the β value was negative, which was hypothesized, H2“Disgust appeals have              

a negative impact on purchase intention” can be accepted.  
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Table 7: Regression Models for the Purchase Intention of the Disgust Appeal. 

 Disgust - Purchase Intention exp. 
sign 

Model 1 
control 

Model 2 
cont.+ind. 

Hypothesis 

  

Intercept  
3.237*** 
(0.714) 

5.402*** 
(0.868)  

Control variables     

Gender  
0.038 
(0.227) 

0.011 
(0.220)  

Age  
-0.150 
(0.171) 

-0.162* 
(0.165)  

Occupation  
0.008 
(0.177) 

-0.058 
(0.175)  

Income  
0.064 
(0.086) 

0.029 
(0.084)  

H2: Disgust appeals have a 
negative 
impact on purchase intention.     -  

-0.277*** 
(0.073) Accepted 

R²  
0.020 0.092  

Adjusted R²  0.001 0.070  

Std error of estimates  1.6889 1.6296  

F-value  1.052 4.172***  

Degree of freedom  4 5  
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5.4.2. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention for Fear 

The results of the regression analysis presented in “Table 8” involves the dependent variable              

of purchase intention (PI) for the Fear appeal with the independent variable of the Fear appeal                

in M2. Both models, M1 and M2, were found significant at less than 0.001 in terms of the                  

F-value. Starting of by examining M1, the control variables income, age and gender were              

shown to be significant in explaining the relationship of the dependent variable. More             

specifically, the descriptive analysis conducted on gender indicated that the mean for the             

dependent variable (PI) was higher amongst females (4.753) than males (4.090). For a more              

in depth and visual presentation of the significant control variables of Age, Gender and              

Income, see tables 12, 13 and 14 in Appendix 1. 

 

In regards to M2, in which the hypothesis was tested, the adjusted R² was 0.162 and the β                  

value for the hypothesis was 0.269, implying a positive relationship. Moreover, the β value              

was found to be significant at less than 0.001, implying that the variables in M2 significantly                

predict the outcome of the dependent. Last, on the basis that the relationship of the β value                 

was found positive - which was hypothesized - and that the β value was proven significant,                

H3 “Fear appeals have a positive impact on purchase intention” can be accepted.  
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Table 8: Regression Models for the Purchase Intention of the Fear Appeal. 

Fear - Purchase intention exp. 
sign 

Model 1 
control 

Model 2 
cont.+ind. 

Hypothesis 

  

Intercept  
4.693*** 
(0.645) 

3.389*** 
(0.697)  

Control variables     

Gender  
-0.188** 
(0.205) 

-0.179** 
(0.198)  

Age  
-0.150* 
(0.154) 

-0.164* 
(0.149)  

Occupation  
0.093 
(0.160) 

0.035 
(0.157)  

Income  
0.213** 
(0.78) 

0.186** 
(0.75)  

H3: Fear appeals have a positive 
impact on purchase intention.     +  

0.269*** 
(0.077) Accepted 

R²  0.093 0.162  

Adjusted R²  0.075 0.142  

Std error of estimates  1.524 1.469  

F-value  5.283*** 7.959***  

Degree of freedom  4 5  
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5.4.3. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention for Happiness 

The data analysis for the dependent variable of purchase intention for happiness is displayed              

in the following table. To begin with, the initial step for reviewing the regression model was                

to examine the F-value for the entire model. The F-value was found significant for both M1                

with a level 0.005 of significant and M2 with a level of 0.001. This in addition to the F-value                   

evidently being much higher for M2 (11.914) in comparison to M1 (3.336). The only control               

variable found to be significant for this model was age with a significance level of less than                 

0.05. In detail, mean was evenly distributed for the age brackets ranging from 4.4 to 5.3                

except for the age bracket 35-44 with a mean of 7. Although, n for the descriptives of age in                   

relation to the dependent variable was not found to be evenly distributed.  

 

Moreover, the adjusted R² was considerably higher for M2 (0.205) than for M1 (0.043).              

When the value increases as such, it would imply that the new added variable (independent               

for M2) improves the model in explaining the dependent variable. Additionally, when            

reviewing the β value for the hypothesis presented in M2, the β value of 0.412 is positive.                 

This, in addition to that the significance level being found to be less than 0.001, concludes                

that H4 “Happiness appeal have a positive impact on purchase” can be accepted.  
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Table 9: Regression Models for the Purchase Intention of the Happiness Appeal 

Happiness - Purchase Intention exp. 
sign 

Model 1 
control 

Model 2 
cont.+inde. 

Hypothesis 

  

Intercept  
5.785*** 
(0.593) 

2.477*** 
(0.738)  

Control variables     

Gender  
-0.099 
(0.189) 

-0.059 
(0.173)  

Age  
-0.173* 
(0.142) 

-0.151* 
(0.129)  

Occupation  
-0.084 
(0.147) 

-0.042 
(0.134)  

Income  
0.187* 
(0.072) 

0.136 
(0.066)  

H4: Happiness appeals have a 
positive 
impact on purchase intention +  

0.412*** 
(0.079) Accepted 

R²  
0.061 0.224  

Adjusted R²  0.043 0.205  

Std error of estimates  1.4027 1.2780  

F-value  3.336* 11.914***  

Degree of freedom  4 1  
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5.4.4. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention for Sadness 

The second dependent variable, being purchase intention for sadness, was also reviewed            

through a model of a regression in order to either accept the hypothesis created for that                

dependent variable or reject it. For starters, both M1 with only control variables and M2 with                

control variables in addition to the corresponding independent variable were found to be             

significant in terms of the F-value. Hence, hypothesis testing for this model could commence.              

Continuing on with the control variables for this regression model, age was found to be               

significant with a p-value of less than 0.001. A descriptive review of age found that the                

highest mean belonged to the first age brackets (15-24) with a mean of 3.7 and and N = 138                   

and the lowest belonging to the age bracket of 35-44 which implied a mean of 1 with N = 2.                    

Another significant control variable, for only M2, was found to be occupation, however, in              

the descriptives comparing occupation to the purchase intention of sadness, it was found to be               

not significant in itself. For a more detailed and visual presentation of the control variables,               

see “Table 16” in Appendix 1. 

 

Moreover, the adjusted R² was 0.089 for M1 and 0.162 for M2 which implies that the added                 

variable in M2, being the independent, improves the model in explaining the dependent             

variable. The F-value displayed that M2 which included the independent variable in addition             

to control variable was higher (7.960) than the F-value for M1 (5.070). Concerning the              

hypothesis in question for this regression model, the β value was found to have a significant                

level of less than 0.001. However, the β value was positive (0.273) and, therefore, as H5                

hypothesized that “Sadness appeals have a negative impact on purchase intention”, the            

hypothesis was rejected. 
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Table 10: Regression Models for the Purchase Intention of the Sadness Appeal 

 Sadness - Purchase Intention 
exp. 
sign Model 1 Model 2 Hypothesis 

  control cont.+ind.  

Intercept  
4.631*** 
(0.670) 

2.844*** 
(0.771)  

Control variables     

Gender  
0.092 
(0.213) 

0.108 
(0.205)  

Age  
-0.333*** 
(0.160) 

-0.293*** 
(0.155)  

Occupation  
-0.142 
(0.166) 

-0.148* 
(0.159)  

Income  
0.104 
(0.081) 

0.079 
(0.078)  

H5: Sadness appeals have a 
negative 
impact on purchase intention.     -  

0.273*** 
(0.075) Rejected 

R²  0.089 0.162  

Adjusted R²  0.072 0.142  

Std error of estimates  1.583 1.523  

F-value  5.070*** 7.960***  

Degree of freedom  4 5  
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5.4.5. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention for Surprise 

The regression model for H6 = Surprise appeals have a negative impact on purchase              

intention was dismissed in the data analysis as the F-value was found to not be significant,                

i.e. the model had no predictive capabilities and could therefore not be tested. Hence, the               

model can not be rejected nor accepted as the insignificant F-value imply that none of the                

independent variables are statistically significant. Therefore, no discussion will be provided           

in the following chapter. However, a discussion as to why it was not found not significant                

will be provided in the limitations chapter of this thesis.  

5.4.6. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention for Anger 

The same problematic factors as previously discussed for H2 were found for H1 = Anger               

appeals have a negative impact on purchase intention, in which the F-value was found to be                

not significant. The explanation as to why this model and by extension the hypothesis could               

not be tested is identical to the explanation for the previously discussed dependent variable -               

purchase intention for surprise. In conclusion, no discussion will be provided for this model,              

however, the limitation this has brought for this research will be considered in limitations.  
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6. Discussion 
 

The discussion chapter serves to discuss the results of the data analysis in relation to the theoretical                 

building blocks of the paper. The aim is to understand the outcomes of the hypothesis testing. 

 

By looking at the results in the Regression Analysis, two emotions displayed insignificant             

F-values and could on that note not be further investigated. Therefore, the analysis will have               

a particular focus upon the four remaining basic emotions: Fear, Sadness, Disgust and             

Happiness.  

 

First and foremost, research on the Fear appeal has throughout the years been scattered              

(LaTour & Zahra, 1988) which led this paper to utilize the fear of physical danger (Belch &                 

Belch, 2004) as a result of not using the product (Cochrane & Quester, 2004) in order to                 

potentially drive purchase intention. The rationale was to use the anxiety represented in the              

commercial statement to effectively present a solution to the problem (Shimp, 2007; LaTour             

& Zahra, 1988). On that note, the Fear appeal was hypothesized to have positive tendencies               

in terms of affecting purchase intention. This research corroborated the previously mentioned            

theoretical indications of the Fear appeal having a positive influence on purchase intention,             

and could therefore be accepted. The Fear appeal has been stated to be the most widely used                 

negative emotion in advertising and social marketing (Brooker, 1981 cited in Cochrane &             

Quester, 2004; Higbee, 1969 cited in Wang, 2008), a fact that seems wise upon examining               

the results of the regression. Furthermore, the beta coefficient for the Fear appeal being              

0.269*** enables one to draw three key conclusions: (i) the relationship between the Fear              

appeal and purchase intention is significant, (ii) the relationship between the Fear appeal and              

purchase intention is positive, and (iii) for each standard deviation of change in the Fear               

appeal there will be a 0.269 increase in the dependent variable. The formula for predicting               

purchase intention whilst implementing the Fear appeal can therefore be as follows: y =              

0.269x + 3.389 - where y represents purchase intention, x represents Fear, and c is the                

constant (3.389, seen in “Table 8”). 
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Second, the Sadness appeal proves particularly interesting in that its hypothesis is the sole              

hypothesis to be rejected. The scarce research on Sadness described the emotion as a negative               

emotion being related to downheartedness, loneliness, sorrow and despair (Izard, 1977; Batra            

& Ray, 1986; Hansen & Christensen, 2007). That perspective, along with the evidence on the               

Sadness appeal having a negative impact on consumer attitudes (Park & Salvendy, 2012) led              

to the hypothesis of the Sadness appeal having a negative influence on purchase intentions.              

However, Sadness, being polar opposite to joy/happiness (Plutchik, 1980) which has been            

stated to be one of the core motivators of human behaviour (Belanche et al., 2013), still                

contradicted the indications of the literature and instead proved to have a positive influence              

on purchase intention. This may be explained by the theory that sad consumers tend to               

undergo hedonic consumption in order to add positive elements to their lives - as a direct                

response to the negative emotional state (Kemp et al., 2013). Furthermore, the beta             

coefficient of 0.273*** indicates the Sadness appeal to have a similar effect on purchase              

intention as the Fear appeal (0.269***). On that note, the results suggests the following: (i)               

the relationship between the Sadness appeal and purchase intention is significant, (ii) the             

relationship between the Sadness appeal and purchase intention is, contrary to the hypothesis,             

positive, and (iii) for each standard deviation of change in the Sadness appeal there will be a                 

0.273 increase in purchase intention. Therefore, one could predict purchase intention whilst            

utilizing the Sadness appeal using the formula: y = 0.273x + 2.844 - where y represents                

purchase intention, x represents Sadness, and c is the constant (2.844, seen in “Table 10”). 

 

Third, Disgust had been described as an emotion that drives people away from the ‘object of                

disgust’ (Izard, 1977); it does, therefore, not come as a surprise when marketing literature              

describe the emotional appeal as ineffective. The Disgust appeal have been stated to not              

improve recall (Dens et al., 2008) and to negatively affect purchase intention (Shimp &              

Stuart, 2004; Guido et al., 2018). This paper utilized a gross depiction (Dens et al., 2008)                

which resulted in the findings showing the Disgust appeal to have a negative influence on               

purchase intention, and thereby accepting the hypothesis and corroborating previous findings           

(Shimp & Stuart, 2004; Guido et al., 2018). The cause of the negative influence may be                

explained by the literature stating that disgust can be activated when consumer perceive a              

commercial statement as egregious which consequently leads to decreased purchase          

intentions (Shimp & Stuart, 2004), which relates to the idea of people having a tendency of                
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moving away from the object labelled disgusting (Izard, 1977). Furthermore, the beta            

coefficient of Disgust being -0.277*** draws three conclusions: (i) the relationship between            

the Disgust appeal and purchase intention is significant, (ii) the relationship between the             

Disgust appeal and purchase intention is negative, and (iii) for each standard deviation of              

change in the Disgust appeal there will be a 0.273 decrease in purchase intention. In other                

words, purchase intention whilst implementing the Disgust appeal could be predicted using            

the formula: y = (-)0.277x + 5.402 - where y represents purchase intention, x represents               

Disgust, and c is the constant (5.402, seen in “Table 7”). 

 

Regarding the last independent variable, the most positive results were found whilst            

analysing the results of the Happiness appeal. The commercial statement representing the            

Happiness appeal included aspects of eudaimonia (Deci & Ryan, 2008), i.e. the aspect of              

happiness concerned with ‘living well’, that aimed towards evoking emotional contagion           

(Doherty, 1997), i.e. the phenomenon of emotions ‘rubbing off’ onto observers of the             

emotion. That rationale was based on literature reporting positive emotional contagion           

resulting in increased positive attitudes towards the brand, advertisement as well as purchase             

intention (Kulczynski et al., 2016), and the hypotheses was formulated accordingly. The            

hypothesis was accepted - meaning, the Happiness appeal showed to have a positive             

influence on purchase intention. This further strengthens the statement of previous literature            

proposing Happiness being a strong motivator of human behaviour (Belanche et al., 2013).             

Moreover, the beta coefficient of the Happiness appeal was 0.412*** which leads one to              

conclude that: (i) the relationship between the Happiness appeal and purchase intention is             

significant, (ii) the relationship between the Happiness appeal and purchase intention is the             

most positive of all tested emotional appeals in this study, and (iii) for each standard               

deviation of change in the Happiness appeal there will be a 0.412 increase in purchase               

intention. The formula for predicting purchase intention whilst implementing the Happiness           

appeal is therefore: y = 0.412x + 2.477 - where y represents purchase intention, x represents                

Happiness, and c is the constant (2.477, seen in “Table 9”). 

 

Last, in order to group emotions one can utilize characteristics such as “Arousal”, “Pleasure”              

and “Valence”, i.e. positive versus negative valence (e.g. Russell, 1980; Batra & Ray, 1986;              

Hansen & Christensen, 2007). However, the categorizing the emotions displaying positive           
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contra negative influence on purchase intention seems troublesome due to, for example, joy             

and sadness being ‘polar opposites’ and thereby not sharing any of the previously mentioned              

characteristics (Plutchik, 1980) - i.e. Happiness being arousing, pleasant and positively           

valenced (Izard, 1977), whilst Sadness is low in arousal, unpleasant and negatively valenced             

(Batra & Ray, 1986; Hansen & Christensen, 2007). Furthermore, Disgust - being the only              

emotion causing negative effect on purchase intention - share the same characteristics as e.g.              

Fear in terms of being arousing, unpleasant as well as negatively valenced (Izard, 1977;              

Tanner et al., 1991; Russell, 1980). However, perhaps the ambiguous results indicate another             

important deduction. Previous literature has displayed a tendency to categorize and group            

emotions in terms of e.g. ‘advertising warmth’ (Aaker et al., 1986), as being polar opposites               

(Plutchik, 1980), in terms of being pleasant versus unpleasant (Russell, 1980) et cetera. At the               

same time, several articles have also discussed the relevance of moving away from e.g. the               

traditional bipolar view of positive and negative emotions as part of one spectrum (Aaker et               

al., 1986; Edell & Burke, 1987; Westbrook, 1987; Nyer, 1997; Babin et al., 1998; Brown,               

Homer, & Inman, 1998 cited in Huang, 2001). Instead, as is suggested by the ambiguous               

results of this study, research may want to readjust its focus onto more dynamic models of                

emotional appeals in order to more fully comprehend the fluidity of emotions, i.e. following              

up on the idea that emotions interact with each other (Izard, 1977).  
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7. Conclusion 
 

The conclusion chapter aims to answer the purpose of the study and to present the accepted                

model.  

 

The purpose of this paper was to explain the different effects of emotional message appeals               

on purchase intention. The hypotheses for four out of the six basic emotions were tested.               

Happiness showed to have the most positive effect on purchase intention (0.412), whilst Fear              

(0.269) and Sadness (0.273) also displayed positive tendencies, even though Sadness had            

been hypothesized to have negative effects on purchase intention. Furthermore, Disgust was -             

as hypothesized - suggested to have a negative influence on purchase intention (-0.277).             

Moving on, the ambiguity of the results - to the best of our knowledge - preventing the                 

eventual categorization and grouping of emotional appeals behaving in certain ways (e.g.            

arousing emotional appeals displaying a higher purchase intention) suggests there to be a             

need for an updated, more dynamic model explaining the fluidity of emotions and emotional              

appeals. However, the approach of incorporating a wider range of basic emotions in one              

single study allowed for the creation of the following model explaining the differences of              

emotional appeals in terms of influencing purchase intention: 

 

Model 2: Basic Emotions as Emotional Appeals and their Influence on Purchase Intention.  
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8. Implications 
 

This chapter aims to present the implications of the research for (i) the theoretical              

community, as well as to (ii) the practical community. Meaning, the chapter will commence              

with a discussion on the theoretical implications of the findings of this paper for researchers               

to use, to proceed to a presentation of the practical implications of the findings for marketers                

and marketing practitioners to use. 

8.1. Theoretical Implications 
 

This study has, to the best of our knowledge, been the first research to investigate a wide                 

range of basic emotions as emotional appeals in one and the same study. This has several                

theoretical contributions and implications. First, previous research has had a tendency to            

either (i) focus on particular emotions or (ii) group emotions based on characteristics such as               

valence. Several previous papers have acknowledged the need for research on wider ranges of              

emotional appeals, as well as on the impact of specific emotions on purchase intention              

specifically. Including the basic emotions, as has been done in this paper, allows for a more                

nuanced understanding of the phenomenon, through explaining the dynamics of the           

emotional appeals once studied in a comparative manner. Furthermore, this approach allows            

for an isolation (as far as one can achieve isolation) from external factors that may skew the                 

results, such as the choice of product category, the advertisement creativity or quality et              

cetera. By using this approach, one can gain more accurate and deeper knowledge about this               

particular phenomenon. For example, say Study 1 compares Happiness and Fear and finds             

Happiness to yield the most positive results, Study 2 compares Anger and Sadness and finds               

Sadness to have the most positive impact, and Study 3 compares Disgust and Surprise and               

finds Surprise to have the most positive results. Based on that information, one cannot with               

precision know that Happiness, or Sadness, or Surprise have the most positive results - in               

other words, just because Fear was less efficient than Happiness does not mean Fear is also                

less efficient than Surprise. Therefore, the theoretical contribution of this paper was to study a               

wider range of emotional appeals in the same study, and therethrough find Happiness,             

Sadness and Fear to be the emotional appeals to have a positive influence on purchase               
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intention, whilst Disgust yielded negative results. This improves the findings for emotional            

appeals and their effect on purchase intention, and enriches the knowledge regarding this             

phenomenon.  

 

8.2. Managerial Implications 
 

There are several practical implications that can be utilized by marketers and marketing             

practitioners who would be interested in applying emotional appeals into their marketing            

efforts. The realization of the emotional appeal being superior to the rational appeal is              

nowadays a widely held belief, and has on several occasions been corroborated by research.              

Emotional appeals have been stated to be an effective tool for differentiation, brand             

positioning and communication, as well as in increasing brand and message recall, improving             

consumer attitudes, decreasing price-sensitivity, and increasing purchase intention. However,         

previous studies have displayed a tendency to - perhaps impetuously - group emotions based              

on e.g. positive or negative valence. The results of this study has shown the generalization of                

emotional appeals to be a dangerous route for advertisers. Instead, the approach undertaken in              

this study of including and contrasting a wide range of basic emotions, and thus allowing for                

a more nuanced and precise understanding of emotional appeals (see “7.1 Theoretical            

Implications” for a more extensive reasoning), has yielded results suggesting that Happiness            

are the most influential emotional appeals for marketers to utilize if looking to increase              

consumer purchase intention. Furthermore, Sadness and Fear appeals also showed to have a             

positive influence, whilst the Disgust appeal displayed negative effects on purchase intention.            

Conclusively, there are three particularly significant findings in this research for marketers            

and marketing practitioners: (i) Even though previous research has indicated emotional           

appeals in general to be effective, the effects of the emotional appeals in this study showed to                 

be varying depending on emotion utilized, furthermore, (ii) the most effective emotional            

appeals to implement in terms of increasing purchase intention are Happiness, Sadness, and             

Fear - in that order, and last, (iii) marketers are recommended to avoid using the Disgust                

appeal in marketing or advertising strategies.  
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9. Recommendations for Future Research 
 

This chapter aims to examine various aspects of this paper that can provide             

recommendations that future researchers can take into consideration when researching, or           

planning to research, a phenomenon related to the one in this study.  

 

There are a number of recommendation for future research stemming from this paper. First,              

due to time restrictions, this paper utilized a convenience sample. Convenience sampling            

outperforms other data gathering techniques in terms of speed of collection. However, the             

drawback is that the convenience sampling formulates non-generalizable results. The aim of            

implementing a quantitative method was to generate results that could - as accurately as              

possible - be generalized upon the general population. However, the generalization from            

using a non-probability technique such as convenience sampling does not stretch much            

further than the sample participating in the study. Therefore, the recommendation is for             

further studies to implement a probability sampling technique such as simple random            

sampling or systematic sampling, in order to tackle the issue of generalizability.  

 

Second, there appears to have been more drawbacks from the utilized sampling technique             

than just the issue of generalizability; however, to pinpoint the root cause of the issue is                

difficult. Nevertheless, as can be seen in the results, two out of the six basic emotions showed                 

insignificant F-values and could thereby not be further examined. Having been able to             

analyze all six emotions could have enabled a more elaborate and, thus, accurate model              

explaining the different effects of the emotional appeals on purchase intention. There could             

be several reasons as to why Surprise and Anger displayed faulty results. For example, the               

convenience sampling - consisting mostly of students - could have resulted in the participants              

responding too similarly and thereby disproved the theoretically proposed model. Moreover,           

there could be more internal issues causing the F-value to not be significant. As the               

significance of the F-value shows whether or not a researcher’s proposed model does work,              

the cause could also either be (i) previous literature displaying faulty conclusions or (ii) this               

paper wrongly interpreting previous literature. Nevertheless, future research would benefit          
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from building on this research in order to test the entirety of basic emotional appeals to                

receive a more full comprehension of the phenomenon.  

 

Last, and perhaps most importantly, this paper - as can be seen in the discussion - calls for an                   

updated, more nuanced model more accurately explaining the fluidity of emotions. As of             

now, no model could be found to explain the reason as to why certain emotions displayed                

positive influences on purchase intention, whilst others did not. In previous literature,            

emotions can be categorized on e.g. two ends along one spectrum, or as parts of two-, and                 

sometime three-dimensional models. Izard (1977) contributed with the idea that emotions           

interact; and at the time of writing, there appears to be no model accurately dealing with the                 

issue of how emotions interact. By further applying the approach of this study in terms of                

including wider ranges of emotional appeals, research can continue building on the dynamics             

of the emotions and therethrough step-by-step come closer to an understanding of the             

phenomenon that is emotions. In other words, the ambiguity of the findings of this study does                

not appear to call for the continuation of studying singular or a smaller amounts of emotions                

(even though that may lead to more easily interpreted results), the ambiguity rather speaks for               

an increase in research on wider ranges of emotions to explain what in this study is unknown                 

- e.g. how come Happiness and Sadness, being ‘polar opposites’, both positively affect             

purchase intention, and why is Disgust negative and Fear positive when the two emotions are               

so similar in terms of valence, arousal and pleasure? 
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10. Limitations 
 

This chapter looks to outline the limitations of this study, for the reader to receive insights                

into what factors may have limited the research and affected the presented findings. 

 

There are two particular limitations of this study, both of which have been discussed previous               

under “9: Recommendations for Future Research”: First, the issue of non-generalizability.           

Due to the utilization of convenience sampling in this paper, the results cannot be generalized               

much further than the tested sampling population. As the methodological use of a quantitative              

approach usually is based on the generalizability of the results, the implementation of a              

non-probability sampling technique certainly functions as a limitation of this paper. Second,            

the insignificant F-values. Two out of the six emotions were found insignificant and could              

thereby not be further investigated. This has multiple implications on the paper: for example,              

(i) the initial model containing all basic emotions could not be tested and therefore had to be                 

altered to contain the four remaining emotions, and (ii) having to exclude one third of the                

emotions limits the paper from receiving a full understanding of the dynamics of the basic               

emotions. As of now, two thirds of the full picture is enough to provide valuable findings, but                 

adding the missing third would complete, or at least come closer to completing, the full               

picture. Conclusively, this paper is limited in terms of utilizing a non-probability sampling             

technique as well as in having to exclude two emotions from the accepted model presented in                

the conclusion.  
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Appendix 1: Descriptives for the Regression Models 

Table 11: Descriptives for Purchase Intention - Disgust  (Age) 

Descriptives for Age 

Mean = Disgust - Purchase Intention 

 N Mean 

15-24 138 3.25 

25-34 64 3.29 

35-44 2 1.00 

45-54 4 3.33 

Older than 55 4 1.16 

Total 212 3.204 

Significance level = * 

 

 

Table 12: Descriptives for Purchase Intention - Fear (Gender) 

Descriptives - Gender 

Mean = Fear - Purchase Intention 

 N Mean 

Female 100 4.753 

Male 110 4.090 

Non-binary 2 4.000 

Total 212 4.4025 

Significance level = * 

 

 

Table 13: Descriptives for Purchase Intention - Fear (Income) 

Descriptives - Income 

Mean = Fear - Purchase Intention 

 N Mean 

€0-1000  
(0-10 000 SEK) 68 4.421 

€1000-€1999  
(10 000 SEK - 19 999 SEK) 104 4.378 

€2000-€2999 
 (20 000 SEK - 29 999 SEK) 10 3.466 
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€3000-€3999 
 (30 000 SEK - 39 999 SEK 8 3.333 

€4000-4999  
(40 000 SEK - 49 999 SEK) 10 5.000 

€5000 and above  
(50 000 SEK+) 2 2.666 

Prefer not to answer 10 6.066 

Total 212 4.402 

Significance level = ** 

 

 

Table 14: Descriptives for Purchase Intention - Fear (Age) 

Descriptives - Age  

Mean = Fear - Purchase Intention 

 N Mean 

15-24 138 4.487 

25-34 64 4.302 

35-44 2 7.000 

45-54 4 3.833 

Older than 55 4 2.333 

Total 212 4.402 

Significance level = ** 

 

 

Table 15: Descriptives for Purchase Intention - Happiness (Age) 

Descriptives for Age 

Mean = Happiness - Purchase Intention 

 N Mean 

15-24 138 5.033 

25-34 64 4.406 

35-44 2 7.000 

45-54 4 5.333 

Older than 55 4 4.500 

Total 212 4.858 

Significance level = ** 
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Table 16: Descriptives for Purchase Intention - Sadness (Age) 

Descriptives for Age 

Mean = Sadness - Purchase Intention 

 N Mean 

15-24 138 3.753 

25-34 64 3.020 

35-44 2 1.000 

45-54 4 3.833 

Older than 55 4 1.833 

Total 212 3.471 

Significance level = *** 
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Appendix 2: Descriptives for Demographics 

Table 17: Descriptives for Gender. 

Gender 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Female 100 47.2 47.2 
Male 110 51.9 51.9 
Non-binary 2 0.9 0.9 
Total 212 100.0 100.0 
 

Table 18: Descriptives for Occupation. 

Occupation 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Employed 34 16.0 16.0 
Other 2 0.9 0.9 
Student 176 83.0 83.0 
Total 212 100.0 100.0 
 

Table 19: Descriptives for Income. 

Income 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
€0-1000 (0-10 000 SEK) 68 32.1 32.1 
€1000-€1999 (10 000 SEK - 19 999 SEK) 104 49.1 49.1 
€2000-€2999 (20 000 SEK - 29 999 SEK) 10 4.7 4.7 
€3000-€3999 (30 000 SEK - 39 999 SEK 8 3.8 3.8 
€4000-4999 (40 000 SEK - 49 999 SEK) 10 4.7 4.7 
€5000 and above (50 000 SEK+) 2 0.9 0.9 
Prefer not to answer 10 4.7 4.7 
Total 212 100.0 100.0 
 

Table 20: Descriptives for Age. 

Age 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Valid 15-24 138 65.1 65.1 

25-34 64 30.2 30.2 
35-44 2 0.9 0.9 
45-54 4 1.9 1.9 
Older than 55 4 1.9 1.9 
Total 212 100.0 100.0 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire 

See questionnaire below. 
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